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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this st,_dy was to characterize typical levels and

variability of 60Hz magnetic fields at the centerline and edge of right-of-way

of Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 230-kv and 500-kv transmission lines.

This was accomplished by taking magnetic field measurements at over 800 spans in

oregon and washington. The spans were sampled using a stratified random sampling

procedure with region (East vs. West), voltage (230-kv vs 500-kv), and circuit

configuration as strata. There were five different circuit configuration groups

for each region/voltage category requiring a total of 200 strata. Magnetic field

measurements were taken at 13 locations under each span using an EMDEX-C as a

survey meter. Additional information recorded for each span included conductor

height (at 10 locations), right-of-way width, longitudinal and lateral slope,

time of day, vegetation, terrain, weather conditions, temperature, wind speed,

span length and presence of other lines in the corridor.

single-circuit and double-circuit configurations were analyzed separately.

For the single-circuit configurations, magnetic field measurements were

normalized by the contemporaneous line current as recorded by BPA' s SCADA system.

The eight normalized s,n-m_y maeures computed for each span were- magnetic

field at midspan of the center line, average magnetic field along the centerline,

maximum magnetic field, average magnetic field, standard deviation of magnetic

field, maximum _agnetic field along the edge of the right-of-way, average

magnetic field along the edge of the right-of-way and standard deviation of

magnetic field along the edge of the right-of-way. All summary measures were

initially analyzed for differences due to region, voltage, configuration group,

span length, presence of other lines in the corridor, terrain and temperature.

No differences in the summary measures were found for the two regions. The

normalized summary measures were higher for 230-kv spans than for 500-kv spans

because of lower conductor heights, significant differences were found among the

three 230-kv single-circuit configuration groups which could be explained

somewhat by different right-of-way widths and conductor phase spacings. No

significant differences were found among the three 500-kV single-circuit

configuration groups. Because there was no consistent pattern of differences
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among groups, it was concluded that configuration did not play a strong role in

determining differences in summary measures for this measurement sample. No

consistent pattern of differences in the summary measures were found for the

other variables.

Current and midspan height accounted for 70 to 80% of the variance in the

non-normalized magnetic field summary measures. The remaining variance is likely

to be a function of errors in the magnetic field and height measurements as well

as errors in the determination of current on the line.

Annual magnetic field levels for most of the single circuit lines were

estimated using the normalized magnetic field values and annual current data

obtained from BPA SCADA records for 1989. Estimates of annual average midspan

magnetic field were 29 mG and 38 mG for 230-kv and 500-kv spans, respectively.

The average values of measured centerline fields were significantly higher than

the estimated annual average values for all summary measures. This difference

is attributed to the lack of randomization of the observations with respect to

time-of-day and season.

Magnetic fields were calculated using minimum design conductor height and

compared with measured values. The calculated fields agreed reasonably well with

the average of fields measured at the edge of the right-of-way. Bowever, on the

right-of-way the calculated fields were higher than the observed values.

For 11 (five 230-kV and six 500-kv) single-circuit lines, a minimum of 18

spans were sampled per line to determine the variability along a line of the

eight summary measures. The edge of right-of-way summary measures were

relatively constant for each line.

variation in non-normalized magnetic field measurements was examined for

double-circuit configurations using spans from three lines. Approximately 80%

of the variance of _he non-normalized centerline summary measures of a span was

accounted for by currents on the two circuits of the line and conductor height.

The relationship between magnetic field measurements and these three variables

was not as strong for the edge of richt-of-way summary measures.
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Forty-eight of the spans were measured a second time at the end of the data

collection period and these repeat measurements were compared to the original

measurements. The differences in the normalized summary measures were within

expected limits given the level of error in measuring the magnetic field and

determining current on the line.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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TRANSMISSION LINES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There is increased utility, regulatory and public interest in the levels

of 60-Hz magnetic fields present in the environment. This increased interest has

been precipitated by some epidemiologic and laboratory research which indicates

that adverse health effects are associated with exposure to these magnetic

fields. Magnetic fields are produced by the transmission, distribution and use

of electrical energy and thus magnetic fields are present in virtually every

inhabited area of the country.

One source of magnetic and electric fields that receives considerable

public attention and is highly visible is high voltage transmission lines.

Because of their relatively simple geometry and balanced loads, transmission

lines reprosent one of the few field sources that can be treated analytically:

i.e., there are calculation methods, usually in the form of computer programs,

that can predict magnetic (and electric) fields accurately. The calculations,

however, usually rely on ideal models that do not take into account terrain,

actual conductor height and actual current levels present. Thus, these

calculations are used to provide field values for an idealized, not real,

situation. Although this approach can be used to characterize maximum field

levels, it does not necessarily provide an accurate description of the fields

which are actually present under and adjacent to transmission lines.

This project is part of an effort by the Bonneville Power AchLinistration

(BPA) to more accurately describe the actual magnetic field environment near

transmission lines. The purpose of this study was to characterize the levels and

variability of 60-Hz magnetic fields at the centerline and edges of rights-of-way

(ROW) of BPA 230-kV and 500-kV transmission lines. The spatial variability

results from this work will complement another BPA magnetic field

characterization study tha_ is using historical current loading on specific lines

to predict their temporal distribution of fields. [1]

The specific objectives of the measurements project reported here were to:
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describe typical magnetic field levels measured under

and adjacent to a variety of BPA transmission lines and

determine the variability of magnetic fields along

selected transmission lines.

These objectives were accomplished by collecting magnetic field

measurements and other data at 824 randomly sel_cted spans in oregon and

washington of the BPA 230-kv and 500-kvtransmission line systems. Measurements

were performed between January and August, 1990 by two-person teams of Portland

State university (Psu) graduate students who were trained in project measurement

protocols. Resultant magnetic fields were measured along the centerline of the

line and at the edges of the right-of-way using EMDEX-C magnetic field meters

(resultant magnetic field is the square root of the sum of the squares of the

three measured orthogonal magnetic field components).

To permit meaningful comparisons of field levels and determine the

variability associated with spatial factors, magnetic field measure_Bnts were

normalized by the line current present on the line at the time of field

measurement as recorded by the BPA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

System (SCADA). The normalized field values (mG/A) for each span were combined

into several summary measures which characterized fields for the entire span,

fields along the centerline and fields at the edge of the right-of-way.

Measurement data for the spans were then analyzed in terms of the following

strata: region (East and west), voltage class (230-kv and 500-kV) and design

geometry (called -configuration group").
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

Study protocols were designed to: take advantage of the latest

instrume_,_ation; minimize the amount of equipment required in the field while

adhering to appropriate measurement standards; allow the recording of weather

data and produce measurement data that can be compared with similar efforts in

other parts of the country.

2.1 Protocols

The measurements were performed by two-person teams, one collected

measurements while the other recorded them on the _ata forms. Magnetic field

levels were measured with an EMDEX-Cmagnetic field meter. Three magnetic field

measurements were taken at five-second intervals at each measurement location.

The mean of these three values was subsequently used in the analysis. Magnetic

field measurements were made following standard procedures [2]. Longitudinal and

lateral distances under the span were measured with a non-metallic surveyor's

tape. conductor height measurements were obtained with a hand-held optical range

finder.

2.2 Instrumentation

After a review of various survey and microprocessor-based magnetic field

meters and based on previous experience with such instruments, the EMDEX-C

magnetic field meter manufactured by Electric Field Measurements Co. of West

stockbridge, MA was selected for use. This meter is a conunercial version of a

device originally developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) [3,

4].

The EMDE_ C is a small, microprocessor-based magnetic field data logger

that displays and stores instantaneous readings of magnetic field from three

orthogonal axes. Although developed primarily as a personal exposure meter, the

unit can also function as a survey meter. The EMDEX-C meter computes and

displays the resultant field, where the resultant field is defined as the square

root of the ,um of the squares of the three orthogonal field components. The
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resultant field constitutes an upper bound on the magnitude of the magnetic

field.

The range of the EMDEX-C is from 0.1 mG to 25G in four automatically

selected ranges. Proper calibration of all units was verified by the BPA

Division of Laboratories prior to the stT_dy and found to be within ±2.5% for

fields of 10 mG and greater. Inaccuracies of 10% were noted at fields of 1.0 mG.

Operational checks of the EMDEX units were performed when they were

initialized by monitoring the three component readings while rotating the unit

near a known fielc_ source, comparisons of field readingswere made in a known

field on a regular basis to detect any change in calibration of the units. The

voltage of the EMDEX-C battery was also checked prior to each measurement trip

and was replaced if the voltage was below 6.5 volts.

The EMDEX unit requires a personal ccaputer for initialization and

downloading of measurement data. The project had one laptop personal computer

which, when necessary, was carried into the field to initialize the EMDEX-C's

prior to field measurements.

Each t_wo-personmeasurement team carried two EMDEX units. Initially they

were intended to serve as a measurement and a backup unit. However, the teams

quickly incorporated both units into the measurement process in order to expedite

data collection at a span.

While performing measurements at a span, each team member wore the EMDEX

either in a pouch at the waist or around the neck with both positions locating

the meter approximately 1 meter above the ground.

Each measurements team was also equipped with a 300-ft non-conducting

measuring tape, an optical range finder (6-150 ft), a 35mm camera and a

clinometer to determine the slope of the terrain.
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2.3 Magnetic field measurement locations

Measured locations within a span are shown in Figure 2.1. The magnetic

field for single lines (i.e., lines without additional lines in the corridor) was

measured at 13 locations along the span as follows:

1) at both edges of the transmission line right-of-way at the two

towers of the span (4 locations: 1, 2, 12 and 13) and

2) at both edges of the right-of-way and at the centerline at three

equal intervals between the span's two structures (i.e., %, midspan

and _ distance between towers).

The magnetic field for subject lines which were in multi-line corridors

(but adjacent to the edge of the right-of-way) was measured at eight points in

the span (see Figure 2.1).

1) at the edge of the right-of-way along the unoccupied side of the

lin____eat the two towers (2 locations: i and 8) and

2) at the unoccupied edge of the right-of-way and at the centerline at

three equal intervals between the span's two structures (i.e. ¼,

midspan and _ distance between towers).

2.4 Data collection forms

The data collection forms used to record information in the field consisted

of three sections: a profile form, a general information sheet and the

measurement form. Each data form was uniquely numbered to facilitate cross-

referencing with the measured span. A sample set of forms is shown in Figure

2.2. The forms were printed on water resistant paper which prevented data

entries from being obliterated by rain or handling in the field.

The following information was recorded on the profile form for every span:
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1) team member names;

2) initials of the member who sketched the profile;

3) initials of the member(s) who performed the measurements;

4) date and time of measurements;

5) designated group of the measured span, (region/voltage class and

circuit configuration);

6) line name;

7) span length (in feet);

8) right-of-way/ROW width (in feet);

9) aerial sketch of the transmission line (including: tower numbers,

conductors, other transmission or distribution lines (if any) and

an indication of North);

10) _ketch of the cross-section at mid-span looking from the tower where

measurements began (including: c_nductors, overhead ground wires,

other lines which may occupy the same corridor and the lateral slope

of the terrain);

11) temperature (in °F) and wind (in MPH); and

12) coz_ents about anything of significance (including landforms,

weather changes, or any problems encountered).

The following information was recorded on the _nformation sheet for every

span:

1) type and approximate height of vegetation found on _he right-of-way

under the span;

2) landuse in and around the right-of-way under the span;

3) terrain of the right-of-way under the span; and

4) weather during the measurement period.

The following information was recorded on the measurement form for every

span:

1) the right-of-way width (in feet) (both total width and distance from

the centerline to the edge of right-of-way);

2) the span length (in feet) (total length and ¼ increments);

3) the identification number(s) of the EMDEX-C's which were used for

the measurements;

4) the structure numbers of the beginning and ending towers (i.e., mile

and tower number);
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5) the number(s) of the photograph(s) taken of the span;

6) the longitudinal slope (in degrees) between the towers;

7) the lateral slope (in degrees) at mid.pan measured from the

centerline to the edge of the right-of-way;

8) the conductor height (in feet) for each outside conductor at the

towers, at the ¼ span, mid.pan and _ span measuremen_ locations;

9) three magnetic field level readings (in milligauss) for each

measurement location (see section 2.2 and Figure 2.1);

i0) the measurement start and stop t_e and

11) comments on anything of significance which occurred during the

measurement period.
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3.0 SAMPLING STRATEGY

3.1 Characterization study

The selection of spans employed a stratified random sampling strategy. The

strata were based on region/voltage class and circuit configuration.

The first dimension of the strata was region which consisted of: East and

west. The crest of the cascade Mountains was the boundary between these two

regions, spans were sampled so that 60 percent of the data were collected in the

western region and 40 percent in the Eastern region because of a higher

population density west of the mountains.

Two voltage classes (230-kv and 500-kv) comprised the second dimension of

the sampling strata. BPA records were used to determine the distribution of

these voltages within each region. Half of the lines sampled in each region were

230-kv and half were 500-kv. In consultation with BPA personnel, it was

determined that 120 spans wouldbesampled for each voltage class in the West and

80 spans for each voltage class in the East.

The third dimension of the strata was based on circuit configuration and

consisted of five groups, similar circuit _esigns were combined to for_ groups

and the five groups with the most transmission line mileage for each

region/voltage combination were selected for sampling. This resulted in both

single-circuit and double-circuit configurations being present in all four

region/voltage classes. Approximately 80 percent of the total line miles in the

system were included in these groups. The dimensions for BPA 230-kV and 500-kv

transmission line configurations are shown in Figure 3.1.

This sampling strategy ensured that, for each of the two regions, two

different voltages were sampled and that, for each region/voltage combination,

five circuit configurations were sampled. Thus, each span sampled fell into one

of 20 distinct strata, sampling of spans within each of these strata was

proportionate to the line mileage for that strata to ensure that the population

of spans within a region/voltage combination were adequately characterized. This
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resulted in the configuration groups of a region/voltage combination with the

greatest number of line miles having the largest number of sampled spans.

A report of transmission line s_stem data provided by BPA served as the

basis for identifying and selecting specific spans. This report included the

line name, tower type, conductor, miles of each configuration and tower numbers

for each segment of the line utilizing a specific configuration. The span

sampling and selection process in _h,_ characterization study involved the

following steps:

i. Determine which lines were in the west (Puget sound and Lower

columbia Areas) and which were in the East (Snake River and Upper

Columbia Areas) in either (w_gon or Washington. Lines crossing the

East/West region boundarywere treated as two separate lines divided

at the area boundary. For purposes of sampling within a region, the

length of such lines was computed up to the area boundary.

2. Determine which lines were 230-kv and whichwere 500-kv. Ali other

lines were disregarded and not included in the sampling process.

3. Combine "similar" circuit designs into configuration groups.

circuit designs were considered -similar" if the conductor phase

spacing for several circuit designs was within 10%, where 10%

applied to the smallest phase spacing of the designs. The mileage

for each configuration group was totaled.

4. select the five longest configuration groups in each region/voltage

class for span selection. This led to the region/voltage class and

circuit configuration groups shown in Table 3.1.

5. Determine the number of spans to be sampled from each of the 20

groups. The number of spans was proportional to the ratio of the

number of miles in each group to the total mileage of the five

configuration groups within the region/voltage class. The total

number of spans to be sampled for each group is shown in Table 3.1.
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6. Randomly select the desired number of spans for each group. The

line segments within each group were listed along with their mileage

and the cumulative mileage for the group up to that segment. Random

mileages were selected from the total miles for the group and

specific spans were selected based on an assumption of five spans

per mile. Approximately twice the number of needed spans were

selected to allow for rejections as a result of inspecting BPA maps

(see Section 4.0).

This list of randomly selected spans for possible measurement was used for

the span selection process described in section 4.0.

3.2 variability study

The magnetic field variability along a line was examined by selecting 12

lines which were measured repeatedly at different times and locations. Three

long lines within each region/voltage class were selected from the long6st

single-circuit configuration groups (with the restriction that at least two

different configurations be sampled in each region/voltage class). Each of the

lines selected was measured at 25 or more spans resulting in an additional 300

measured spans.

A study of magnetic field levels under and around Zransmission lines in New

York state reported that the variability of mean magnetic field at the edge of

right-of-way was approximately 10.4mG. [5] This estimate was based on 20 sampled

spans per line. An increase to 25 sampled spans should produce a more stable

estimate of the magnetic field variability of a line and provide mean magnetic

field values with an accuracy of approximately _2 mG. Thus, a sample of 25 spans

per line was selected to provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of magnetic

field variability for a given line.
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The sampling procedure for the variability study was as follows:

1. Determine the longest lines in the single-circuit configuration

groups of each region/voltage class which were included in the

characterization (preferably with a minimum length of 50 miles).

2. In consultation with BPA staff, select three lines for each

region/voltage class from those identified by the previous step.

3. Perform a random selection of spans for each transmission line using

the procedure employed by the characterization study (see Step 6 of

Section 3.1). For each line, spans, in addition to those selected

for the characterization study, were identified to produce a total

of 25 measured spans per line. Sufficient spans were randomly

selected to provide a contingency for those found inaccessible by

the field measurement teams.

The randomly selected spans were then used in the span selection process

(see section 4.0). The lines ultimately aelected and measured for the

variability study are listed in Table 3.2.

3.3 Double-circuit lines

Because double-circuit lines are less prevalent than single-circuit lines,

the characterization study sampling strategy did not include sufficient double-

circuit lines to allow a separate analysis of the double-circuit spans.

Therefore, additional double-circuit spans were selected. In each region/voltage

class the number of double-circuit spans which were selected as part of the

characterization study was first determined. Then additional double-circuit

spans were selected to produce a total of 30 spans in each reg;Lon/voltage class.

The required 58 addition double-circuit spans were selected as follows:
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....................... ., ,, . ,, T., '"

Region/Voltage # spans Configuration

west/230-kv 5 J2, J18, J12
East/230-kV 21 Jl, J2
west/500-kv 16 M14, M24, M27
East/500-kV 16 M24, M27, M19, M20

.................. J , ,i m i , , i i

A list of possible double-circuit spans _.as randomly selected (see Step 6

of section 3.2) and used as the basis for selecting measurement spans (see

Section 4.0).

3.4 Quality control sample

To verify measurement accuracy, measurements at 50 spans were repeated at

a different time. The normalized measuraents obtained on the two measurement

visits at a span could then be compared for quality control verification

purposes. All spans were randomly selected from the single-circuit 1ines of the

characterization study with 12 selected from the West 230-kv spans, 13 from the

west 500-kv spans, 13 from the East 230-kV-spans and 12 from the East 500-kV

spans.
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4.0 SPAN REVIEW AND SELECTION

The collection of potential measurement spans produced by the process

described in Section 3 served as the basis for span selection. A list of the

spans was first submitted to BPA to verify the availability of current data from

SCADA records. If current data were not available for any particular line or

span, it was eliminated from further consideration. In some instances the lack

of current data was not known until after a span had been measured. For these

spans the measured data could not be normalized and was not used in the analysis.

Data _ntry forms listing all the spans for which current data were

available were created. These data entry sheets were then taken to the Portland

BPA office where maps were examined and additional data obtained. Each span was

located in the mile-map book for its line. The span was examined for

appropriateness based on the following criteria: the tower type must be the same

at each end of the span; the span must not be next to a transmission substation;

if there was more than one line in the transmission corridor, the selected span

must be on the line on the outside of the corridor; the entire length of the span

must be easily accessible with no water, terrain or structural obstacles.

If the five towers per mile assumption produced a potential span where none

existed on _he real line, then the span was rejected.

The results of the review of each span were noted on the data entry sheet

to provide an audit trail and document any rejected spans.

If a span met all the above criteria, then copies of the plan and profile

maps were obtained. The maps were labeled with the appropriate configuration

group name, sample number, line name and span number (i.e., mile and tower

numbers). Additional information ,loted for the selected spans included:

ownership of the land (government, private, or unknown); township and range

number; and righi-of-way width. The plan and profile maps also gave information

as to the span's length; location within the township, range and section and the

location of any roads providing access to the span.
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Copies of a variety of maps were also obtained including strip maps for the

line and area maps to aid in locating the span. Finally, the locations of

selected spans were noted on county maps using township, range and section

numbers.

spans were selected in this manner until the required number of measurement

spans were obtained. Usually several extra spans were identified for each group

as a contingency for inaccessible spans discovered in the field. The list of

measurement spans and associated drawings and maps were then used to plan

efficient data collection trips.
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5.0 DATA COLLECTION

5.1 Measurement team training and logistics

Two teams of two members each were thoroughly trained in the use of all

measurement equipment, proper measurement procedures and field data collection

and entry processes. Measurement team training took place over the course of

several meetings with project staff and at a nearby transmission line span. A

project coordinator, who also participated on the measurement teams, arranged

team travel and schedules and coordinated efforts with BPA staff.

Data collection trips began after the team members were sufficiently well

versed in project protocols. Trips scheduled in the early stages of data

collection were of short duration (roughly a day) and relatively close to

headquarters. This permitted ready resolution of any problems or _uestions that

might arise regarding the measurement procedures or equipment.

Measurements trips were scheduled to provide data collection in both the

East and the West regions during the winter, spring and smmaer seasons. Field

measurements hear the crest of the Cascade Mountains were limited to late spring

and summer because of inaccessibility due to snow or other poor weather

conditions.

Trips were arranged so that the spans in a given area could be sampled

during one or two trips of from one to seven days each. The entire data

collection process lasted seven months, from January to August, 1990. During the

early stages of data collection, each team provided their own transportation.

However, four-wheel drive vehicles from the Oregon State Motor Pool were used for

the majority of the project.

Area Transmission Line Maintenance (TLM) offices were contacted by BPA

personnel at the initiation of the project. Area foremen were made aware of the

project's purpose and processes and were asked to cooperate with project staff.

Area TLM offices were notified several weeks before a measurements team was

scheduled to be in the area and contacted again just prior to the team's arrival.

If necessary, meetings were arranged between the measurement team and the area
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TLM foremen to obtain additional information about the lines selected for

measurements.

TLM offices provided information about: the accessibility of selected

spans; areas to avoid or in which to exercise caution as a result oi.= hazardous

terrain, poor roads or unfriendly landowners and scheduled status of the selected

lines (especially whether they would be de-energized when field measurements were

scheduled). Zn areas where landowners were felt to be particularly sq_nsitive to

measurement activities, the measurement teams received special briefings from the

District Engineer regarding their conduct and communications with landowners.

BPA also provided the informational pamphlets "what we Know About E/MF" [6]
.

for distribution to any interested landowners. The name and phone number of a

District Engineer was given to all local residents interested in rec1_iving more

information about magnetic fields.

5.2 Measurement procedurem

After locating a selected span, the measurement process began by taking a

photograph of the span with a 35mm camera. The exposure number of the photo,

time of day and date were recorded on the data form. The date and time also

appeared on the photograph. The required sketches of the span were d_'awn on _he

data forms. The ambient temperature was measured with an outdoor thermometer.

The wind speed was estimated with a handheld pith ball windgauge. The ground

slope along the longitudinal profile (i.e., from the beginning tower to the

ending tower) was measured using a clinometer. Ground slope along the lateral

profile was also measured at midspan, from centerline outwB_ds to the _dge of the

right-of-way, using the clinometer. Ali values were recorded in the appropriate

location on the data form.

The conductor-tr-ground clearance (i.e., conductor height) for the outside

conductors was measured using an optical range finder at _he beginning and ending

. towers and at the three measurement locations between the towers. AI]. conductor

heights were recorded on the data form.
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As the measurement team traversed the span from tower to tower, the

magnetic field was measured using an EMDEX-C meter as a survey instrument. The

location for each centerline measurement was determined by measuring the

appropriate longitudinal distance between the towers with a non-conducting tape

measure. The edge-of-right-of-way measurement locations were then determined by

proceeding perpendicular to the centerline to a distance equal to one half the

ROW width as measured by the tape.

At each measurement location, the EMDEX-C was positioned at a height of 1

meter above the ground and three successive resultant magnetic field readings

were taken at five second intervals and recorded on the data form.

The start and stop time of the measurement period were also recorded on the

form. This enabled BPA to estimate the contemporaneous load currents on the line

from their SCADA database.

If, upon arrival at a selected span, the span was found to be inaccessible

or if measurement was impractical for some other reason (e.g., landowner refused

to allow access to the span), then an alternate span was selected for

measurement. Zn these cases, the alternate span was chosen from one of the two

adjacent spans on the same line. This practical method of selecting an

alternative was deemed permissible in light of the substantial amount of time and

effort invested in traveling to a span, even though this approach was a violation

of the random selection process.

5.3 Measurement schedule

Data collection began in January 1990 and was completed in August 1990.

In January and February data collection was limited to the western region due to

adverse conditions for off-road driving in the Eastern region. This schedule

also afforded extensive staff supervision of the measurement teams during the

early stages of _he data collection. Data collection took place in both _he West

and East regions during all succeeding months. Data were collected on a part-

time basis until mid-June and thereafter collected on a full-time basis by both

teams. Data collection by month was as follows:

m
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Number of measured spans -
Month Total with valid current data

January 7 6
February 28 27
March 99 99

April 112 111
May 129 129
June 161 160

July 188 185
August 100 45

Total 824 762

IIII I ii ii - ,,

Lack of current data precluded 59 of the 824 measured spans from being used

in the analysis.

5.4 Data transfer

At the end of each measurement trip, the forms were reviewed for possible

alissions or inconsistencies and compared to the plan and profile maps for other

possible errors. After review, copies of the measurement forms were forwarded

to T. Dan Bracken, Inc. where the data were entered into a database. Data

sun.aries and preliminary analyses were performed as the data were collected to

monitor progress and provide quality assurance oversight. A list of the measured

spans was then delivered to BPA with a request for the current loads on the lines

at the time the measurements were collected. A folder was maintained for each

measured span and contained a copy of: the plan and profile maps, the

measurement data forms and the photograph of the span.

Data entry was performed on a personal computer using custom software whose

video screens mimicked the structure of printed data forms. The data entry

process also generated a list of measured spans by date, time, line name and

span. This list was forwarded to BPA to obtain hourly line currents for the

times the measurements were collected. The current data received from BPA was

subsequently entered into the database and a linear interpolation performed to

provide a single current value for each span (described in Section 6.4).
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The resulting database was a space-delimitedASCII file compatible with the

statistical software program used by PSU for analysis of the data. As data were

received and added to the database, the file was sent to PSU for interim

analyses. Prior to the interim analysis, the data set was reviewed for possibly

erroneous data. Any value that did not fall within limits specified by project

staff familiar with the magnttic fields produced by transmission lines was

comparmd to the original data sheets to identify possible data entry or recording

errors.

5.5 Quality assurance

Quality assurance measures were implemented regarding instrumentation, data

forms and measurement data. The EMDEX-C's used by the project were calibrated

by the BPA Division of Laboratories immediately prior to and after the data

collection process. During the course of the data collection process,

operational checks of the EMDEX-C's were also performed each time an instrument

was initialized prior to magnetic field measurements. These tests involved

rotating the EMDEX near a known magnetic field source and verifying that each of

the three orthogonal magnetic field components was being measured. In addition,

the optical range finders were calibrated at the outset of the data collection

process according to a procedure prescribed by the manufacturer. The optical

range finders were also tested for accuracy as discussed in Section 8.1.5.

The data forms completed in the field were reviewed by the measurement team

members prior to delivery to T. Dan Bracken, Inc. These forms were then

independently reviewed by staff at T. Dan Bracken, Inc. prior to entry in the

database. These reviews were designed to identify inconsistent, erroneous or

omitted information.

A data record was created for each measured span. Records in the data file

were separated by a blank line. There were 88 space-delimited fields per record

wiUh a period ('.') used _o indicate missing values.

Periodically, as data were entered into the database, a copy was delivered

to PSU for preliminary analyses which both monitored progress and identified

anomalous data. The final analyses employed in producing this report also
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subjected the data to thorough testing and was instrumental in isolating data

which required correction or clarification.

5.6 Line current data collection

For each measured span, the hour before data collection began_ the hour

after data collection ended and any intervening hours were reported to BPA along

with the line name and span location. Computerized data records from BPA's

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) provided the current

loads for each hour for each line. Line current, the parameter of interest for

normalizing magnetic fields, was computed from the line voltage and power records

stored in the SCADA database. This same process is being used by BPA to generate

annual estimates of the distribution of magnetic fields near a line. [1] For

that application, all the hourly records for an entire year are retrieved and

used to predict fields at various statistical levels.
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6.0 VARIABLE DEFINITION AND CONSTRUCTION

6.1 Summary measures

The magnetic field values for each single-circuit span were normalized to

their associated line current prior to analysis. Normalization was accomplished

by dividing the measured magnetic field value by the interpolated current value

(see Section 6.4). Eight summary measures were employed to characterize the

normalized magnetic field levels under the line. The summary measures, used as

dependent variables in the subsequent analyses, were:

,: T , , i , , _,,I i

MID - measurement at midspan on centerline

CENTER - average of the three measurements on centerline

MAX - maximum of the 13 measurements (8 if parallel line-)

AVERAGE - average of the 13 measurements (8 if parallel line-)

STD - standard deviation of the 13 measurements (8 if parallel line_)

ROW MAX - maximum of the 10 ROW measurements (5 if parallel line-)

ROW AVE - average of the 10 ROW measurements (5 if parallel line-)

ROW STD - standard deviation of the 10 ROW measurements (5 if

parallel-)

i i Ill -T T i iii i lliil _ , l iili ii l i ii ii i i i i im i i i i ill I li I I

* Parallel: the line was the outside line on a multiple line corridor.

Ali summary measures for normalized magnetic fields are expressed in mG/A.

6.2 Random-effect independent variables

The possible impact of random-effect independent variables on the eight

summary measures was examined. The random-effec_ variable data were collected

at each span along with the measured magnetic field values. They are

characterized as random-effect variables because the sa_.pling protocols made no

attempt to control for their values in selecting spans. The random-effect
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independent variables used in the analysis of relationship to magnetic field

were:

i ,, ,m i

line current

average height of the conductor at midspan of the centerline

span length

temperature

terrain

parallel- or single-line corridor

Descriptive statistics for the random-effect variables are reported in

Table 8.7 (current, conductor height, span length, wind speed and temperature)

and in Table 8.8 (landuse, terrain, vegetation, weather, time-of-day and type of

corridor).

6.3 Fixed-effect independent variables

Region/voltage class and configuration group are fixed-effect independent

variables because they formed the foundation for span selection and were

controlled for in the study: region was either East or West, voltage was either

230-kv or was 500-kv and there were five circuit configuration groups in each

region/voltage class.

6.4 Simultaneous current values

Current data collected at hourly intervals by SCADA was linearly

interpolated to produce s continuous current value for the period of

measurements. The value of the interpolated current at the midpoint of the data

collection period was assigned to each span. The data collection period at a

span was defined as the period between the start and stop times recorded on the

data form.
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Prior to using the hourly current values, an analysis was performed to

determine if hourly current data were a sufficiently precise estimate of current.

SCADA current data were available at ten minute intervals for a limited set of

lines, using this available SCADA current data, actu_.i ten-minute current values

were compared with ten-minute values interpolated from one-hour records for the

same line. The comparison was done by computing the absolute value of the

difference between the actual and interpolated values. The analysis excluded

those observations which fell precisely on the hour since the difference, in this

case, is always zero. Separate analyses were performed on data from a collection

of both 230-kv and 500-kV lines. The results were as follows:

, , _ , _ r r | |

230-kV 500-kV

Average actual current 277 amps 410 amps

Average difference between actual

and interpolated currents 18 amps 25 amps

Average percent difference 6.5% 6%

Number of observations 347 445

,| i , ,,, n m 'I n, ,,,,,, u , , lm,, n,mnm i

For each voltage class cumulative frequencies of the absolute value of the

differences were examined. For the 230-kv lines, approximately 50% of the

interpolated values were within 5% of the actual ten-minute value and 80% were

within 10% of the actual ten-minute value. For the 500=kv lines approximately

72% of the interpolated values were within 5% of the actual ten-minute value and

88% were within 10%.

Additional analyses examined whether the interpolated current value based

on hourly current values, consistently underestimated or overestimated the actual

ten-minute value, overestimates and underestimates were found to occur in equal

numbers for the 230-kv group. However, in the 500-kv group overestimates

occurred in somewhat higher numbers. Although this effect was found to be

significant for 500-kv lines, a plot of the differences indicated that the

negative and positive values appear to be fairly normally distributed around

zero.

After consultation with BPA staff it was decided that the hourly current

values were sufficiently precise estimates of the actual current values and were
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appropriate for use in the analyses. Therefore all current values used in the

normalization of measured fields were estimated using hourly SCADA current data.

6.5 Annual magnetic field estimates

Annual magnetic field levels were estimated using yearly current

statistics. For most of the single-circuit lines in the characterization study,

BPA provided the annual mean and 90rh percentile current for that line based on

an analysis of the 1989 SCADA data. To estimate the annual magnetic field levels

at a span on a single-circuit line, the normalized magnetic field value at each

measurement location was multiplied by the annual mean and 90rh percentile

current values for that line. Then the eight summary measures were recomputed

to produce actual, not normalized, magnetic field estimates for the span. A

characterization of the average annual magnetic fields for the group was produced

from the spans in that group. To characterize less frequent but higher magnetic

fields for that group, the same procedure was followed using the 90rh percentile

values from the 1989 SCADA current data.
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7.0 DATA ANALYSIS

The project database created in the personal computer environment by T. Dan

Bracken, Inc. was transferred to the mainframe computer at Portland state

university (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5). Analyses of the data were performed with

a standard statistical program, [7]

7.1 characterization study

Statistical measures of central tendency and variability were computed for

the summary measures in all region, voltage class and circuit configuration

groups. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple linear regression (MLR)

statistical procedures were used to determine if any of the random-effect or

fixed-effect independent variables were associated with the normalized magnetic

field measurements. These analyses were performed on either the non-normalized

or normalized field values as appropriate, specifically, the following tests

were used to investigate the association of the independent variables with the

summary measures:

on non-normalized magnetic fields:

line current - MLR

on normalized magnetic fields:

average height at midspan - MLR

span length - MLR

temperature - MLR

terrain - ANOVA

region - ANOVA

voltage class - ANOVA

circuit configuration - ANOVA

:]w, , , , , _ T ,
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Magnetic fields were also calculated using the BPA Corona and Field Effects

computer prc_ram and the calculated, normalized summary measures compared to

those measured in the field. [8]

The results of analyses on the two standard deviation sununary measures, STD

and ROW STD, may be difficult to interpret. These analyses investigate variation

in measures of variation as compared to variation in mean or maximum values. The

standard deviation, s1_---rymeasures are most useful in the traditional sense of

describing and understanding the range and variation of observed values.

7.2 Variability study

To examine magnetic field variability along a line, the mean and standard

deviation of the magnetic field summary measures for the spans of each line were

computed.

Descriptive statistics for the random-effect variables for each line are

reported in Tables 8.15 and 8.16 (current, conductor height, span length and

temperature) and in Tables 8.17 and 8.18 (landuse, terrain, vegetation, weather

and time of day). Normalized summary measures calculated with the BPA Corona and

Field Effects Program were also compared to actual summary measures for the

variability study lines.

7.3 Double-circuit lines

Analysis of the magnetic fields produced by the double-circuit lines in the

study posed difficulties, with two circuits contributing significantly to the

measured fields, normalization of the fields becomes substantially more complex

than normalization for single-circuit lines. A lack of information on relative

electrical phasing and direction of power flow further complicates interpretation

of the measurements. The same problems arise for multi-line corridors but, in

this case, the problems are not as significant because of greater distance

between the circuits. Because of the difficulty in interpreting the double-

circuit results, the analysis emphasized single-circuit lines.
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The relationship between magnetic field measures and currents on the two

circuits was examined for a subset of the double-circuit lines. The three

double-circuit lines with the greatest number of measured spans were selected for

analysis. BPA provided current data for both circuits of the lines. Multiple

linear regressions were performed to predict each of the eight non-normalized

summary measures from the currents of the two circuits. This provided an

estimate of the amount of variance in the non-normalized summary measures that

could be accounted for by line currents on the two circuits.

In addition, measures of central tendency and variability were computed for

each of the eight non-normalized summary measures of the double-circuit lines in

each voltage class. Because of the inability to normalize fields from the

double-circuit lines, no statistical tests were performed to compare single- and

double-circuit lines nor were different double-circuit groups compared.

7.4 Quality control

In order to assess the stability and repeatability of the magnetic field

measurements collected at spans in the study, measurements were repeated at 50

of the characterization study spans near the end of data collection process. The

magnetic field data from both the original and repeat measurements were

normalized by their respective currents and the eight magnetic field summary

measures computed for each of the paired measurement periods. Paired t-tests

were used to determine if the summary measures were significantly different for

the two measurement periods. Mean differences and the absolute value of the

differences were analyzed.

In cases where outliers were clearly present in cumulative percentage

distributions, the original data sheets and current entries were checked for

errors and corrected or discarded as appropriate. The normalized summary

measures can be affected by extremely low current readings as well as data entry

errors. Spans with currents less than 10A were not included in the analyses.

Common data entr_ errors that were easily recognized were incorrect decimal,

wrong line name, transposition of measurement location and keyboard errors, only

1 span had to be rejected because of inconsistent, unexplainable entries. For

this span, readings were self consistent for two groups of four measurements
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each, but differed by a possible decimal error between groups. In this case, the

span was rejected because changes to the data would have required unwarranted

assumptions about the functioning of the EMDEX or the data recording process.

7.5 Experiment-wise error rate

The number of statistical tests performed on the data set was quite large.

For each test, the Type I error rate for reporting in this document was set at

.05. Thus, for each test, there is a 5% possibility that a reported significant

result was caused by random error and not the variable being investigated.

Across the entire study, the number of statistical tests expected to be falsely

significant is the number of tests performed in the analyses times .05. with

approximately 100 tests performed in the characterization study, the expected

number of falsely significant results is five. Therefore, statistically

significant results from the analyses which do not make logical sense or are

contrary to well accepted scientific axioms should be interpreted with caution.
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8.0 RESULTS

I

Data from the single-circuit lines characterization study, double-circuit 1
i

lines in the characterization study and the variability study single-circuit

lines were analyzed separately. Table 8.1 shows the distribution of samples by

region/voltage and configuration group as well as their BPA configuration

nomenclature. A total of 360 single-circuit spans and 134 double-circuit spans

were measured. Table 8.1 also presents the percentage of spans within a group

that were located in a multiple line corridor. For 230-kv and 500-kV spans, 70

and 64%, respectively, were in multiple-line corridors.

Table 8.2 presents the distribution of measured spans for the variability

study. The Pilot Butte-Chiloquin line was originally included in the East/230-kV

class. However, SCADA current data was later found to be unavailable for this

line and it was removed from the analysis. This resulted in only two lines in

the East/230-kV class of the variability study, spans for these lines in Table

8.2 that were measured for the characterization study were also included in the

variability study. This resulted in more than 25 span. per line for some lines

in the variability study _see Table 8.2).

A list of all measured spans is given in the Appendix.

8.1 Characterization study for single-circuit lines

The analyses of the single-circuit line data were carried out in an

hierarchical manner with the influences of the fixed-effect variables examined

before those of the random-effect variables. First, statistical tests were

performed to determine if the summary measures for spans in the west were

significantly different than the summary measures for spans in the East. Next,

the effect of voltage was examined and then the effect of circuit configuration

group. Finally, relationships between the random-effect variables and '_he

summary measures were tested. The results of the analyses of the effects of the

fixed- and random-effect independent variables on the summary measures are shown

in Table 8.3 and discussed below. Asterisks represent significant effects at the

0.05 level (i.e. Type I error).
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8.1.1 Region

The first fixed-effect variable investigated was region. Analysis of

vari&nce tests (ANOVA) were performed to compare the mean of each of the eight

summary measures for spans in the East region with their west region

counterparts. The comparisons between the summary m_asures were performed for

all measured spans as well as between corresponding circuit configt_ation groups

of each voltage class. The test comparing all spans in the west region to all

spans in the East region indicated that there were no statistically significant

differences for any of the summary measures.

To examine whether differences between regions existed for some circuit

configuration groups but not others, the eight summary measures for similar

circuit configuration groups in the West and East were compared. No significant

differences between the sunmm/ymeasures for west Group SCl spans and East Group

SCl spans were found for the 230-kv spans. For the 230-kv Group SC2 spans, one

of Uhe summary! measures, ROW STD, had significantly higher values in the West

than in the East. However, this may be a spurious effect, because none of the

other summary measureswere statistically different between regions. There were

no 230-kV Group SC3 spans in the East to compare with those in the West.

comparisons between the summary measures for the 500-kv Group SCl spans in

_he West and East found no significant differences. Comparisons bet_een the west

Group SC2 and East Grou_ SC2 for 500-kV should be interpreted with caution

because of the very unequal sample sizes: 37 in the west and 5 in the East. For

this case, the MID and CENTER summarymeasures were both significantly higher for

the West while all other sununary measures were not significantly different.

Finally, comparisons between the comparable 500-kv West Group SC3 and East Group

SC3 yielded a single statistically significant difference: the ROW AVE was

higher in the East than the west.

Because no consistent pattern of differences existed between the summary

measures of spans from the East and West and because the vast majority of the

statistical tests were not significant, it was concluded that, overall, the

region fixed-effect variable does not produce differences in the summary measures

for a span. Consequently spans from comparable configuration groups in the west
_

and East were combined in subsequent analyses.
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8.1.2 voltage class

Examination of the summar_ measures by voltage class indicated that all

summary measures were significantly different between the two voltage classes

with the exception of ROW STD (see Table 8.3). The 230-kV normalized summary

measures were consistently higher than their 500-kV counterparts. This is

clearly shown in Figure 8.1 where the cumulative distributions of MAX and ROW to

MAX are plotted for both 230-kv and 500-kv spans, up to the 99rh percentile of

these distributions the 230-kV s_nary measure is larger than the comparable 500-

kv summary measure. Higher normalized fields for 230-kv lines are consistent

with the fact that 230-kv lines are designed with their conductors closer to the

ground than 500-kv lines. The lower conductors result in higher and more

variable normalized magnetic fields in the ROW. The actual observed fields under

500-kV lines are generally higher than those under 230-kv lines because the

larger currents on the 500-kV lines more than offset the height difference.

The normalized summary measures for the 230-kv and 500-kv span magnetic

field measurements are given in Tables 8.4 and 8.5, respectively. The mean,

maximum, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and standard error of the

mean are given for each of the eight summary measures by voltage and by

configuration group. The coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided

by the mean) describes the variability of the summary measures as a proportion

of the mean and the standard error of the mean describes the possible margin of

error in the estimate of the mean.

The variability of summary measures, as indicated by the coefficient of

variation, is higher for the 500-kv spans than the 230-kv spans. Possible

explanations for the increased variability among 500-kv spans are included in the

discussions of other independent variables. The standard error of the mean is

comparable for both the 230-kv and 500-kV summary measures.

An examination of Figures 8.2 and 8.3 indicates that the distributions of

the MID and MAX summary measures are broader, i.e. steeper, than the

distributions of the ROW MAX and ROW AVG summary measures. This is consistent

with the larger variance of the MID and MAX summary measures when compared to the

....._,_ _ _(,_-_-w.y .,_mm.ry mea.urea. As exDectedo the distribution of the_wv _ _ _ •

MID and MAX summary measures are very similar and higher than the ROW MAX or ROW
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AVG summary measures: i.e., the maximum normalized fields within a span tend to

be at midspan with lower values along the edge of the right-of-way.

Cumulative probability plots for the MID, MAX, ROW MAX and ROW AVE summary

measures are given in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 for 230-kv and 500-kv spans,

respectively. The summary measure distributions that have sharply increasing

values at the higher percentiles indicate a deviation from a normal distribution.

In these cases, the high values of the distributions were closely examined to

identify the significance of this deviation. The sharp rise in the MID and MAX

distributions above the 98thpercentile represented very few spans. For the 230-

kv spans, the extreme values corresponded to only three of the 168 spans and for

the 500-kV spans, the extreme values corresponded to only two of the 193 spans.

closer examination of the extreme values revealed that the spans were all in a

multiple line corridor and had low currents (46 to 200 amps) at the time of the

measurements. These few spans with extremely high values represent valid data

where the assumptions inherent in the normalization process have been violated.

However, the mean andmedianwere approximately equal for the distributions with

extreme values. Therefore, the departure from normality can be considered

negligible.

8.1.3 Circuit configuration

For each of the two voltage classes, differences between the summary

measures of the three single-circuit line configuration groups were examined.

The 230-kV lines were all of a flat configuration while the 500-kv lines were

either delta (Group SCl and Group SC2) or flat (Group SC3). Table 8.3 shows the

pattern of significant differences between circuit configuration groups for the

eight summary measures. Tables 8.4 and 8.5 present the statistical descriptors

for the summary measures of each configuration group in the 230-kv and 500-kv

voltage class, respectively.

The 230-kv voltage class circuit configuration comparisons indicated

statistically significant differences between groups for the summary measures

most closely associated with the magnitude of fields within the right-of-way:

MID, CENTER, MAX and AVERAGE. There were also differences between particular

groups for STD. For the summary measures based on field values at the edge of
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right-of-way, only ROW AVE showed instances of statistically significant

differences between groups.

Examination of the summary measures for 230-kv spans (Table 8.4) indicates

that Group SC3 had the lowest summary measures while Group SOl generally had the

highest. This is consistent with Group SC3 having smaller phase spacing than

Group SCl (24 feet versus 26.5 feet) while both groups have the same right-of-way

width (125 feet). Group SC2, which has the smallest phase spacing (20 feet)

would have been expected to have the lowest summary measures. However, two

factors tended to negate the effect of this smaller phase spacing: 1) Group SC2

had a narrow right-of-way (100 feet), resulting in the outside conductor being

closer to the edge of the right-of-way and 2) the Group SC2 spans had a lower

mean conductor height.

In the 500-kV class, there were no significant differences between any of

the summary measures for the three circuit configuration groups. Examination of

Table 8.5 indicates a tendency for the flat configuration Group SC2 to have

slightly higher mean summary measures than the delta configurations of Groups SCl

and SC3. However, the effect was not statistically significant for the sample

of spans measured in the study given the large variability for the 500-kV

distributions.

There are no patterns of significance common to the 230-kv and 500-kV

groups and no ready explanations for the statistically significant differences

observed between summary measures for the 230-kV groups. Therefore, it was

concluded that the configuration group did not play a consistent role in

determining the differences between summary measures for the sample of spans

considered here.

8.1.4 Confidence in estimates of the summary measures

In order to determine the s_ability of the estimates of the summary

measures, the confidence intervals surrounding the mean of the summary measures

were examined. The 95% confidence interval gives the range of values for which

there is 95% confidence that the interval contains the true population summary

m_ 4_,.I _- _,,_ My I _ t_.mes the standard error of the_l__ _l_& o _66_ _AT_ . -- : .........
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mean on either side of the sample mean. The largest interval for the 230-kv

summary measures (excluding the measures of variability) was for the MID summary

measure and spanned .019 from .146 to .164 mG/A. The largest interval for the

500-kV summary measures was also the MID summary measures which spanned 0.017

mG/A from .093 to .ii0 mG/A. All other intervals were smaller for both voltage

classes. Since these intervals do not exceed ±6% (230-kv) or ±8% (500-kV), the

estimates of the means of the summary measures appear to be stable.

8.1.5 Current and conductor height

The principal parameters in determining the magnetic fields produced by

transmission lines are line current and distance from the conductors. To examine

the proportion of variance in measured magnetic fields that can be accounted for

by current and conductor height, multiple linear regression analyses were

performed using midspan conductor height and current as independent variables.

The midspan conductor height used in the analysis was the average of the two

height readings made at that location. Because current is an independent

variable in this analysis, it is necessary to use the non-normalized magnetic

field measurements as the dependent variables. Table 8.6 shows the percent of

variance (Rt ) in the non-normalized magnetic field summary measures accounted for

by current and conductor height (all regressions were significant at the p=.0001

level).

For 230-kv spans (N=166), approximately 80 to 85 percent of the variance

in the non-normalized MID, CENTER, MAX, AVERAGE, ROW MAX and ROW AVE magnetic

field measures can be accounted for by conductor height and current. The amount

of variance accounted for in the STD and ROW STD summary measures was lower, 71

and 57 percent, respectively. This is not unexpected since these measures are

themselves a measure of variability and are probably more dependent on terrain

than the others.

For the 500-kv spans (N=192), about 75 percent of the variances in the MID,

CENTER, MAX, AVERAGE, ROW MAX and ROW AVE non-normalized summary measures are

accounted for by conductor height and current. The variances accounted for in

the STD and ROW STD summary measures are again lower (71% and 49%).
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In an attempt to eliminate uneven terrain and the presence of parallel

lines as confounding sources of variance, the analyses were repeated for flat

terrain, single-line corridor spans. The results are shown in the column labeled

"ideal" in Table 8.6. Controlling for these confounding variables resulted in

a marked increase in the amount of variance accounted for by current and

conductor height for almost all summary measures. The increase is especially

apparent for the STD summary measures where variance accounted for was initially

quite low. This indicates that some of the unexplained variance for all the

spans is due to the presence of other lines in the corridor and to rough terrain

where conductor height varies substantially within the span. The remaining

unexplained variance, 5 to 10% for most 230-kv measures and 15 to 20% for most

500-kv measures, is assumed to be accounted for by errors in the field

measurement process, the determination of current and the measurement of height.

The better correlation of most 230-kv span measures with current and height (91-

96% versus 79-87% for 500-kV) for the "ideal" case may be attributed to a larger

n and better height measurements for the lower conductors at the lower voltage

spans.

Errors in the measurement process include: instrumentation and recording

errors and failure to be at the proper lateral or longitudinal location in a

span. This latter problem was more prevalent in spans with rough terrain or

heavy vegetation.

The margin of error in the estimation of current values at the time of the

measurement is at least 6% using hourly data as compared to 10 minute data.

A small study was run to determine the ability of the optical range finder

to reliably measure distances. Three people took measurements using the optical

range finder at six different distances: 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 feet from

a target. Each person took 4 measurements at each distance. The distances

measured with the optical range finder varied considerably. The table below

gives the minimum and maximum distances measured with the optical range finder

for each distance.
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Actual distance Min Obs. Max. obs.

60 50 60

70 55 80

80 65 80

90 72 95

100 80 120

110 75 120

This small study and additional concerns reported by the data collection

teams (e.g., that the range finder was difficult to operate in foggy or rainy

weather) suggest that the accuracy of the range finder is highly questionable.

The resulting lack of reliability in conductor height measurements may introduce

error variance into the data. Although unquantified, this variability in height

measurements probably accounts for a large fraction of the remaining unexplained

variance in the magnetic field summary measures.

Based on these results, we conclude that the variability in the magnetic

field measurements can be explained almost entirely by variability in current and

height.

8.1.6 Random-effect variables

Tables 8.7 and 8.8 summarize the distributions of the random-effect

variables observed for measured spans, table 8.7 presents the mean, standard

deviation, minimum and maximum values for each voltage class as observed for the

continuous variables: current, conductor height at midspan, span length, wind

speed and temperature. Table 8.8 presents the number of spans from each voltage

class that were present in the categories for the categorical random-effect

variables.

Some generalizations about the measured spans became clear from an

examination of these tables: current on the 230-kV lines was about half that on
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the 500-kv lines; the conductors on the 230-kv spans were, on average, almost 10

feet lower than those on the 500-kv spans; the 500-kv spans were longer than

those in the 230-kv class; the predominant landuse categories were vacant (48%)

and pasture (23%); most spans were flat (47%); low-lying and bush were the

predominant vegetation types; almost all measurements were made in fair weather

with no precipitation and the measurements were generally distributed from mid-

morning on.

The relationships between selected random-effect _ariables and the

normalized summary measureswere examined separately for 230-kV and 500-kv spans.

Indications of significant relationships are shown in Table 8.3.

No significant differences in any summary measures were found among the

terrain categories for any of the summary measures of either voltage class.

Temperature was significantly related to ROW AVE for 230-kV spans only, with the

ROW AVE decreasing as temperature increases. However, this finding only

accounted for 3% of the variance in the ROW AVE and may be a spurious effect

(see section 7.5). consequently, terrain and temperature were concluded to be

unrelated to the summary measures.

span length was significantly related to the MID (3%), MAX (6%), AVE (2%)

and STD (10%) summary measures for 230-kv spans and was significantly related to

the MID value (2%) for 500-kv spans. (The percen_ of variance accounted for by

the independent variable is given in parentheses.) For both voltage classes, as

span length increased, the value of the magnetic field summary measures also

increased. These results are consistent with longer spans having lower conductor

clearances which produce higher magnetic fields.

For both the 230-kV and 500-kV spans, all summary measures for spans in

corridors with parallel lines were higher than for those in single-line

corridors. However, only the differences in AVERAGE (4% and 2%) summary measure

for 230-kV and 500-kV spans and STD summary measure for 230-kv spans were

s_atistically significan_ with respect to parallel lines. There results are not

robust but are consistent with the hypothesis that an adjacent line increases the

field within the ROW and does not impact fields at the edge of the ROW remote

from the parallel line.
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Given the lack of consistent statistical test results between voltage

classes, the lack of robust effects of any of the random-effect variables on the

summary measures and the likelihood of spurious positive results among the large

number of relationships tested, it was concluded that the random-effect

variables, with the exception of line height and current, have minimal influence

on the summary measures of the BPA transmission lines measured by the study.

Furthermore, the unexplained variance in the non-normalized summary measures does

not appear to be associated with any of the random-effect variables.

8.2 Annual magnetic field levels

To provide a practical, useful result from the study and to take advantage

of BPA's capability to estimate current distributions from SCADA data [i],

estimates of the annual magnetic field levels for each configuration group were

computed as described in section 6.5. The estimates of annual magnetic field

values are shown in Tables 8.9 and 8.10 for 230-kv and 500-kv spans,

respectively. Annual current distributions were not available for all lines in

a group. The estimated annual mean value and 90th percentile values are

presented for each summary measure. To provide an estimate of the variation in

these statistical descriptors, the standard deviation and coefficient of

variation for the estimated means and 90th percentiles are also given in Tables

8.9 and 8.10.

As expected, the annual magnetic field estimates for the 500-kv groups are

almost invariably higher than those of the 230-kv groups because of the larger

currents on these higher voltage lines. The coefficients of variation for the

estimated annual measures also tend to be greater for the 500-kV spans than the

230-kv spans (with the exception of 230-kV Group SC3), indicating more variation

at the higher voltage.

Examination of Tables 8.9 and 8.10 indicates that the annual estimated mean

fields at midspan are 29 mG and 38 mG for 230-kv and 500-kv spans, respectively.

The peak fields (90rh percentile of MAX fields) on an annual basis are 63 mG and

94 mG for 230-kv and 500-kV lines, respectively. The annual mean edge of right-

of-way average fields are i0 mG and 16 mG for 230-kv and 500-kv lines,

respectively.
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The non-normalized summary measures for measurements on the single-circuit

lines are compared with the predicted mean fields in Table 8.11 for the 230-kV

and 500-kv voltage classes. For all summary measures the mean measured values

are significantly higher than the predicted mean _nnual values when analyzed with

paired t-tests. For example, the average maximum field measured in the 193

single-circuit line 500-kv spans was 63 mG while th,D predicted annual average

maximum is 43 mG. These results indicate that on average, point-in-time

measurements made under the conditions of this study will provide field values

in excess of annual averages, one contributing factor to this result is that

these measurements were necessarily made during daylight periods when currents

tend to be higher than at night. In order for measurements to more closely

approach annual average field values, the measurements would have to be

distributed randomly over the hours of the day and seasonally as well as on

randomly selected spans.

8.3 comparison with calculated field levels

To place the measured fields present under the lines in perspective with

predicted fields, the normalized s_ary measures were compared with their

calculated counterparts for each configuration group in a region/voltage class.

Magnetic fields for the group or line of interest were calculated using the BPA

Corona and Field Effects computer Program. [8] Measured mean and 90rh

percentile values and calculated values for the MID, MAX, ROW MAX and ROW AVE

summary measures are presented in Table 8.12. The calculated values are based

on the BPA estimated minimum conductor clearances at 50"C conductor temperature

which is the National Electric Safety Code condition for computing electric field

strengths. [9] The minimum conductor clearances under these conditions were

assumed to be 29 and 33 feet for 230-kv and 500-kv lines, respectively. Such

clearances rarely occur and therefore the calculated field values are expected

to be substantially higher than measured values. The average span length and

conductor height at _)_e tower observed for each group were assumed to estimate

other intermediate conductor heights needed in the calculations. The design

right-of-way width for each group was also assumed in the calculations.

As expected, the calculated values for the midspan and maximum measures in

Table 8.12 were higher than their mean measured counterparts: the midspan
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measured values were 39 to 81% of the calculated values and the maximum measured

values were 54 to 90% of the calculated values. Measured mean values having the

greatest disparity with their calculated values were from 230-kv Group SC3 which

had an average observed midspan clearance of 49.6 feet compared to the design

clearance of 29 feet. In contrast, the calculated and mean measured values for

the summary measures that characterize fields at the edge of the right-of-way

were relatively comparable, with the exception of the 500-kv Group SC3, the

measured and calculated ROW MAXand ROW AVE were all within a tolerance of _15%.

Comparison of the 90th percentile of measured values with the calculated

values in Table 8.12 indicates that the 90th percentile values for the on-ROW

parameters MID and MAX more closely approach the calculated values than do the

average measured values. However, with the exception of 230-kv Group SOl, the

90rh percentile measured values are still 9 to 23% below the calculated values.

Several factors could contribute to the 230-kv Group SC-1 90rh percentile

measured values being higher than calculated values: minimum clearances for some

of these spans were less than 29 feet (Table 8.7); and Group SC-1 contained the

extremely high values shown in Figure 8.2. The 90rh percentiles of the measured

parameters ROW MAX and ROW AVE are all higher than the calculated values, again

indicating that fields at the edge of ROW can be influenced by factors other than

the conductor height, such as terrain and lateral slope.

These results support the use of calculations for predicting average

magnetic fields at the edge of the ROW and emphasize that calculations usin_

minimum clearances yield worst case estimates compared to actual measured

magnetic fields.

8.4 variability study for single-circuit lines

Variability of the magnetic field along a line was examined for 11 lines:

three in each region/voltage class except East 230-kv where only two lines were

available. For each line, measurements were made and summary measures computed

for a minimum of 25 spans except for Santiam-Alvey No. i, a 230-kv line. In that

case, several mislabeled spans were identified during analysis and had to be

eliminated from the variability study. The distributions of the summary measures

were described by their mean, maximum, standard deviation, coefficient of

variation and standard error of the mean. These descriptive statistics of the
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summary measures are provided in Tables 8.13 and 8.14 for 230-kv and 500-kv

lines, respectively. The 95% confidence intervals for the means of summary

measures in the variability study are larger than the corresponding intervals in

the characterization study, because of smaller sample sizes in the variability

study. Overall, the estimates for both the 230-kV and 500-kv lines in the

variability study are stable with most of the 95% confidence intervals less than

t11% of the summary measures means, only the Santiam-Alvey No. 1 230-kV line

with n-18 had confidence intervals consistently above this level.

In general, the 500-kv lines exhibited lower normalized summary measures

than the 230-kV lines. The variability (i.e. coefficients of variation) was

comparable for both voltage classes. For both voltages, lines in the East tended

to exhibit less variability than those in the west. As in the characterization

study, STD and ROW STD summary measures showed the most variability.

Examination of Tables 8.13 and 8.14 indicated that the coefficient of

variation for the summary measures that characterize fields on the ROW were

almost all less than 0.40 and that three fourths were less than 0.3. For a

normal distribution with a coefficient of variation of 0.3, 64% of the field

measures along a line will lie within _30% (one standard deviation) of the mean

field and 95% will lie within ±60 (two standard deviations) of the mean.

The cumuiaUive distributions of the MID, MAX, ROW MAX and ROW AVE summary

measures for the five 230-kv and six 500-kv lines shown in Figures 8.4 to 8.14

s,_pport the assumption of normality: that is, the distributions are linear when

plotted on a normal probability scale. Ali distributions except the Santiam-

Alvey No. 1 line with a reduced sample size appear to follow a normal

distribution. For the Santiam-Alvey No. 1 line in Figure 8.5, the distributions

for the MID and MAX values show a sharp rise at about the 65th percentile

indicating a deviation from normalcy.

As expected the MID and MAX summary measures show more variation than the

ROW MAX and ROW AVE measures: i.e., the cumulative distributions have a steeper

slope. The edge-of-ROW summary measures are relatively constant with the

exception of a few spans for all lines.
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Statistics for the continuous random-effect variables (current, conductor

height, span leDgth, temperature) were also computed for each line in the

variability study and are presented in Tables 8.15 and 8.16 for the 230-kv and

500-kv variability study lines, respectively.

Tables 8.17 and 8.18 detail the categorical random-effect variable

distributions for each line in the 230-kV and 500-kV voltage classes,

respectively. These tables are consistent with the generalizations made about

all 230-kv and 500-kv lines (section 8.1.5): the currents on 230-kv lines are

lower; the height of 230-kv spans is lower; the span length for 230-kv line, is

shorter; the predominant landuse categories are vacant and pasture; and most

spans are flat.

Tables 8.19 and 8.20 present the calculated and measured values for four

summary measures (MID, MAX, ROW MAX, ROW AVE) of the 230-kv and 500-kv

variability study lines, respectively. As with the spans in the characterization

study, the calculated summary measures were based on minimum clearance at 50°C.

The calculated MID and MAX summary measures are therefore higher than their

measured counterparts and represent the difference between the actual conductor

height and the minimum clearance. A_ with the similar comparison in the

characterization study, the edge of ROW measures are much more in agreement with

the calculated values than are the MID and MAX measures.

8.5 Double-circuit lines

Magnetic fields were measured at 134 double-circuit spans. However, no

appropriate normalization procedure exists because of the influence of the

conductors of the adjacent circuit and uncertain electrical phase relationships.

However, possible relationships between magnetic fields and currents on the two

circuits of a double-_ircuit line were investigated. BPA provided SCADA current

data for b_th circuits of 59 spans, 19 230-kv spans and 40 500-kv spans.

Multiple regressions were performed on these spans using conductor height at

midspan and current on both circuits to examine the proportion of variance

accounted for in the non-normalized summary measures by these three independent

variables. The results are shown in Table 8.21.
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Surprisingly, the amount of variance accounted for by the three independent

variables for the on-the-ROW summary measures for double-circuit lines exceeds

that accounted for in the case of the single-circuit _ines. However, the edge-

of-ROW measures are not as well accounted for in the double-circuit case: the

MAX and ROW STD seem to be the least related to the independent variables. These

results suggest that, on the centerline of double-circuit lines, the current and

height account for the majority (>90%) of variance in the magnetic field

measurements, but that other independent variables affect the fields at the edge

of the right-of-way.

The magnetic field levels for double-circuit and single-circuit lines

cannot be directly compared using inferential statistics due to the inability to

normalize fields from double-circuit lines. In addition, for double-circuit

lines, measurements were made on the center line between the two circuits and

therefore may not encompass the maximum field occurring on the right-of-way.

However, for the sake of comparison, statistical descriptors for the non-

normalized magnetic field summary measures for single-circuit and double-circuit

spans are presented in Tables 8.22 and 8.23 for the 230-kv and 500-kv lines,

respectively. For 230-kV spans, mean non-normalizedmeasures for single-circuit

lines on the right-of-way are generally greater than those for double-circuit

lines while those at the edge of the right-of-wayare comparable for the two 230-

kv circuit types. For 500-kv double-circuitspans, the non-normalized summary

measures are generally higher tha_ for those for single-circuit spans.

Cumulative distributions of non-normalized magnetic field measurements for

single-circuit and double-circuit line. are shown in Figures 8.15 and 8.16,

respectively. Magnetic fields on and at the edge of the ROW are large for 500-kv

for both single-circuit and double-circuit lines.

8.6 Quality control results

To examine the stability of the magnetic field measuremenUs and the

reliability of the normalization process, measurements at 24 230-kv spans and 23

500-kV spans were performed on "two separate dates and times. For both the

original and repeat measurements, summary measures were computed and differences

between these paired su_nary measures were examined.
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The average absolute value of the differences for each of the paired

summary measures and the overall mean values for the summary measures are given

in Table 8.24. one-tailed paired t-tests were performed to determine whether

these differences between paired summary measures were significantly greater than

zero and all differences were found to be statistically, but not practically,

significant. For example, the average difference for the 230-kv midspan measure

was .024 mG/A compared to an overall mean of .155 mG/A.

Examination of the distributions of the differences for each set of paired

summary measures for spans in both voltage classes indicated that the negative

and positive differences svbstantially offset each other. In fact, when two-

tailed paired t-tests were performed without taking absolute value of the

differences of the paired summary measures, none of the paired summary measure

differences were found to be significantly different from zero.

The absolute value average differences are what we expect given the 95%

confidence intervals of the summary measures and given the variability in the

magnetic fields that can be accounted for by current and height (from the

regression analyses). Also there is no consistent pattern of negative or

positive differences. Thereforer the data collection process led to repeatable

results.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS

• Normalized summary measures are higher for 230-kv spans than for 500-kv

spans because of lower conductor heights.

• One hour current records are sufficiently accurate to characterize line

currents during measurement periods within a range of six to ten percent.

• Regional differences are not significant for the normalized summary

measures used and spans from comparable circuit configuration groups in

the west and East are sufficiently similar to be combined for purposes of

analysis.

• Comparison of spans from circuit configuration groups for 230-kv showed

statistically significant differences while 500-kv configuration group

comparisons indicated no significant differences in summary measures.

Trends in the data Could be explained by physical attributes of the

groups, such as right-of-way width, phase spacing and flat or delta

conductor configuration. However, there is sufficient variation within

groups to preclude strong conclusions about differences between groups.

• Current and midspan line heighZ accounZ for 70 to 80% of the variance of

the non-normalized magnetic field summary measures. Error, s in magnetic

field measurements, conductor line height measurements and determination

of current likely account for much of the remainder of the unexplained

variance.

• Random-effect variables, besides current and line height, have little

effect on the summary measures.

• Annual magnetic field level estimates for 230-kV and 500-kv transmission

line spans can be made using the normalized summary measures and the

annual current data from SCADA. Estimates of annual midspan fields are 29

mG and 38 mG for 230-kV and 500-kV spans, respectively.

l
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• Point-in-time measurements of magnetic field made according to the

protocols of this study are significantly higher (approximately 50% for

MID and ROW AVE) than estimated annual mean values. This difference is

attributed to the lack of randomization with respect to time-of-day and

season.

• Calculated fields using minimum design clearance are higher than fields on

the right-of-way but are in general agreement with fields at the edge of

the right-of-way.

• Examination of magnetic field variability along lines indicated that edge-

of-right-of-way measures are relatively constant over a line.

• Most variation in non-normalized magnetic field measures on the right-of-

way of double-circuit lines can be accounted for by currents on the two

circuits and _he height of the conductors. The association between these

independent variables and edge-of-ROW measures is not as strong.
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like to thank all of these people for their time and effort, as each played a

vital role in the project.
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Figure 2.1 Aerial view of the measurement locations for a span.

.... , m, , , ,

Single Line Corridor: 13 Measurement Locations

Edge of Right-of-Way 1 4 7 i0 12

Center line : Tower 3 6 9 Tower

Edge of Right-of-Way: 2 5 8 11 13

1/4 Midspan 3 /4
Length Length
of span of span

i

Multiple Line Corridor: 8 Measurement Locations

Centerline : T_er 2 4 6 Tower

Edge of Right-of Way: 1 3 5 7 8

1/4 Midspan 3 /4
Length Length
of span of span

, ,, ,| i ,,
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Figure 2.2 Data collection forms:

a) Profile Form

b) Information Sheet

c) Measurement Form

(see following pages)
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BPA Transmission Line Profile Form # 0960

Team members: Profile by: Measurements by:

Date: --_ / / Time: : Group: Voltage: kV

Line name: Span length: ft ROW width: ft

Sketch: Overhead view with first measurement location as noted in box

(Indicate: other lines, right of way, north and mile/tower numbers)

+-+

+-+

+---+ +---+

+---+ +---+

_m_(m_mmmmmmmmmemmmmmememmemqmmmmmgmm(mm, |emmmm(mmlmmmmmmmmmmmm, mmmn memcmmemqmmmemeemammemmmme,m(m

Sketch: Cross-section at mid-span looking from starting tower

(Indicate: conductors, over-head ground wire and slope of terrain)

+mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmu |mmmmmmm+

Temperature: °F Wind: MPH

Comments:

1
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Key to Vegetation, Land use, Terrain and Weather fields

Use the on___eeterm which best describes each aspect of the area
where

the span is located.

Actual codes entered may be unambiguous abbreviations for the
following terms.

Veqetation on the riqht of way under the span:

none (less than or equal to 0.5')
low lying (greater than 0.5' and less than or equal to 3')
brush (greater than 3" and less than or equal to i0')
trees (greater than i0')

Land use in and around the riqht of way under the span:

vacant/fallow/unused/desert
forest

pasture
cultivated
residential
commercial/industrial

Terrain on the riqht of way under the span:

flat

longitudinally sloping
laterally sloping
longitudinally and laterally sloping
undulating
rough/rugged

Weather durinq the measurement period:

clear

partly cloudy
overcast

foggy
rainy
snow/hail



BPA Transmission Line MeasurementS Form

Edge of ROW 1 4 7 i0 12 ROW width: ft / 2 = ft
+-+ +-+

Center ITI 3 6 9 ITI Span length: ft / 4 =
ft

+-+ +-+

Edge of ROW 2 5 8 ii 13 Form #: EMDEX #:

Mile/Tower: / / Measurement start time: :

Enter number, mark the position of the decimal point, verify correctness

and wait for the next measurement (5 seconds).

Location # 1 Location # 2 Time: :

Conduct. Ht. : ft Conduct. Ht. : ft Pic #

I) _ 7 = o o i) _ 7_ o o

2) _ 7 _ o o 2) _ 7 _ o o

3) c 7 _ ----- o o 3) _ 7 _ o o

0

Longitudinal Slope:

Location # 3 Location # 4 Location # 5

Time: : Conduct. Ht.: ft Conduct. Ht.: ft

i) 7 I) 7 i) 7

2) _ 7 = o o 2) _ 7 _ . o 2) _ 7 _ o o

3) c 7 _ o o 3) _ 7 _ o o 3) = 7 _ o o

Location # 6 Location # 7 Location # 8

Time: : Conduct. Ht.: ft Conduct. Ht.: ft

i) _ 7 _ o o i) _ 7 _ o o i) _ 7 _ o o

2) _ 7 o __._ o ____ o ____ 2) 70_/_o ___ o ___ o ___ 2) _ 7 = o o

3) _ o o o 3) o o 3) o o
0 0

Lateral Slope: Lateral Slope:

3
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Form #

Edge of ROW 1 4 7 i0 12 ROW width: ft / 2 = ft
+--+ +--+

Center ITI 3 6 9 ITI Span length: ft / 4 =
ft

+--+ +--+

Edge of ROW 2 5 8 ii 13 Form #:

Mile/Tower: / /

Enter number, mark the position of the decimal point, verify correctness
and wait for the next measurement (5 seconds).

Location # 9 Location # i0 Location # II

Time: : Conduct. Ht.: ft Conduct. Ht.: ft

I) _ 7 . -----o -----o ----- i) _ 7 = -----o -----o ----- i) _ 7 _--- o ---- o ----

2) 7 o o 2) c 7 o -----o 2) _ 7 o o ----

3) o _ ____ o___ o__ 3) _ _ ___ o___ o___ 3) vo_.L_o___ o___ o__

Location # 12 Location # 13 Time: :

Conduct. Ht.: ft Conduct. Ht.: ft

1) _ 7 _ __ o __-- o ---- 1) _ 7 _ o --_ o

2) _ 7 ___ o ___ o ____ 2) _ o -___ o

3) _ ? _ o o__ 3) _ o o

Measurement stop time: :

Comments:
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Figure 8.1 Cumulative percentage distributions of MAX and ROW MAX
summary measures in measured spans of 230-kv and 500-kV

single-circuit lines.

• 23O MAX

o .'30 ROW MAX

• 500 MAX

= 500 _OW MAX

SummaryReasures

Rib - measurement at aidspan o_ centerline STD - star_arO cievia_ion of aLI measurements
CENTER- average of ¢enterline measurements ROWRAX- mximJl o1' ec_je of RO;/m_asur_'C$
RAX - axiom of all msur_1:s _ AVE - averageof edge of RO_#_asur_ts

AVERAGE - averse of all msur_ts ROW STD - standard deviationof edge of ROWmeasurements
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Figure 8.2 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kv single-circuit
lane..

• MA_....

-----MID
o ROW MAX

---ROW AVG

surry Measures

MID - masure_nt at miOs!_n o_ centerLine ST_ - stanaard aevia_ion of aLL measurements
CENTER- average of centerline mesure_ts ROWMAX- mximJm o_ edge of ROWNesurenen_s
MAX - mmxiu of all mmmsurem_nts ROrtAVE - averacje of edge of ROWmeasurements
AVERAGE- average of all mesurem_nts ROWSTD - stancmra aevia¢ion of eage of FrO_

measurem_s
]
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Figure 8.3 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kV single-circuit
lines.

• MAX
------MID

" ROW MAX

---ROW AVG

SummaryMessures

MID - =easurement a_ =iospen of centerLine STD - starN_ard deviation of all measurements
CENTER- average of centertine measurements RO_ MAX- maximumof edge of ROWmeasurements
MAX - maximum of ell measurel_,nl:s ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmemsuremw.mt$
AVERAGE- averse of eLL mem$urement$ ROWSTD- $tsr_dard deviation of edge of ROW
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Figure 8.4 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kv Alvey-Fairview
No. i line.

• _,AX

o ROV','k4AX
---ROW Z_V$

0.00 I i l i L
1.0 10.0 50.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Sumary Neasures

MID - msur_t at Iidspanof centerline STD - standardaeviation of all measurements
CENTER - mverage of centerlineIeesursts ROW MAX - iaxiium of edge of ROW ieasureIents
NAX - iaxiium of all Ieasursts ROW AVE - average of edge of ROW ieasurements

AVERAGE- average of all msuremmnts ROWSTD - standard deviation of edge of RO_
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Figure 8.5 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kv santiam Alvey
No. i line.

• ;,4AX
--------MID

o ROW M_,X

---ROW AVG

0_0._,i I [ I I ;

41:
SAN-ALl: N=18

E 0.25- -

d

"" 020-
_ •
ffl

t_

= 0.!5- ,...,/ /-'

m 0 10 - /°

t_
O i
z 0.05 -

0.00 i m 1 J 1
1.0 10.0 30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Summmar'), Meesures

RID - measureaent st miaspan of centerline STD - s_mnaar_ _evim_ion of all aeasurements
CENTER- sverecje of centerline measurements ROWMAX- maximMjmof edge of ROWmeasurements
RAX - tximu= of aLl measurements ROWAVE - average of edge of ROt/measurements
AVERAGE- average of all measurements ROt/STD - standard deviation of edge of ROW

aeasureR_nt s
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Figure 8.6 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kv Ross Lexington
No. 1 line.

• _,AX
i-,,,

o ROW MAX

_"W ..... -- -- ,..) _ :.'._

Iu.Ju ,, I I

ROS-LEI" N=25

E 0.25-

d

= 0.20 -

w
:_ 0.15 -

i

° _Im 0.!0 -

i

n., i .... "

z 0.05 F ...... "---
I

0.00 / j I J l i
1.0 10.0 30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

SummeryMeesures

MID - measurementat miospanof centerline STD - stancmro oeviationof all measurements
CENTER- avermcje of ¢enterline meesure_tl ROWMAX - maximumof edge of ROWmeasurements
MAX - maximum of all measurements ROW AVE - mverage of edge of ROQ measurements
AVERAGE - average of all meesurements ROW STD - standarddevimtion of edge of ROWimesur_ts
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Figure 8.7 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kv North Bonneville-

Midway No. i line.

x_ D

o ROW i,-i_×
---_OVv _:.:_,_

sumry Measures

RID - meesuremen_ 8_ midspen of ¢enterline STD - s_andard deviation of aLl measurements
CENTER- average of c_nterline measurements ROWRAX - naximun of edge of ROWmsureuen_s
MAX - mmximumof all measurements ROWAVE - avenage of edge of ROWneasuremen_s
AVERAGE- average of all neasuremmnts ROWSTD - standard deviation of edge of ROWmeasurements
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Figure 8.8 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 230-kV Grand coulee-Bell

No. 5 line.

• t.4AX

-----,'../,iD
o ROW M.*X

---ROW AVC.

0.50 i l 1 '

GRC-BE5" N=25
O

E 0.25

/
= 0.20- /

_J /e. _

m o.15- /

m 0.10 -

z 0.05 - _ .... ---

0.00 i I I J I
1.0 10.0 30.0 50.0 70.0 g0.0 gg.o

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Summary Measures

MID - measurementat midspan of centerline $11)- star•td Qevlmtion o1 rollmeasurements
CENTER- rover•ge of centerline meemurements ROWMAX- mmximumof edge of ROWmeasurements
MAX - maximumof all me•sur•merits ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmeasurements
AVERAGE - average of eLL measurements ROW S11)- standard deviation of edge of ROW

measurers
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Figure 8.9 cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kv Raver-Paul
No. i line.

= MAY

----M!D

_OW M_X

---_OW AVG

0.30 i I _ i

< RAV-PAI" N=49
lD
E O.25
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oos .............
0.00 | i I i i L

1.0 10.0 50.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Summary Measures

MID - _sureuent at aidsp_n of centerLine STD - s_nmcLard aeviatio_ ot aLL ,_,esuremen_s
CENTER - average of cen_erline msur_$ ROWMAX - mximum of edge of ROWmeasure_l:s
MAX - maximum of all measurements ROW AVE - wverage of edge of ROW _asure_1:s

AVERAGE - average of all msuren_ts ROW STD - stancLsrdd_ia_i_ of eckje of ROWNasurellerlt s
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Figure 8.10 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kv Monroe-Custer
No. 2 line.

• MAX

" ROW MAX

- - - _O'W - "...':$

0...t0 , , i . t

_. MON-CU2:N=28
(D

E 0.25-

_ 0.20

_ 015

_ , /
m 010-

0 005

0.00 L I J _ l
1.0 10.0 30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Summary Measures

MID - mmmsurementat midsp_ of cen_erline STO - standard deviation of all measurements
CENTER- everage of centerline measurements RO_MAX - mmximumof edge of ROWm_esuremments
MAX - maximum of aLL msureuents ROW AVE - average of edge of ROW meesurements
AVERAGE - average of 8ll ieesureeents ROq_STD - standard deviation of edge of R_

measurements
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Figure 8.11 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kv Chief Joseph-Monroe
No. 1 lane.

• !_._

-----_)D

---ROW A'/G

0.30 , i , 1 _ ....
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CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Su,,Mmr_ Measures

RID - measurement at mid$pen of ceflterLine STD - szancmrd de_/i81:io(1 of aLl messuremenzs
CENTER- average of ¢enterline msuresents ROWMAX- maximumof edge of ROWmeasurements
RAX - maximumof aLL meesurem_-nts ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmeesure._,nts
AVERAGE- average of aLl measurements ROW511) - standard deviati_ of edge of ROW

Ieasurements
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Figure 8.12 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kv Grizzly-Malin
No. 1 line.

• MAX

------MID

o ROW MAX

---ROw AvG

0.30 , t , l l
<:

GRI-MAI: N=41

E 0.25-

= 0.20-
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_. 0.15-

m 0.10 .,.

°Z 005 ........... __ .... _ ....

0.00 1 z I I I
1.0 10.0 30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 99.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED SPANS

Summr7 Measures

RZD - msure_c.nt aC aidspan o_' cencerline STD - standar_ aerial:Ion of etl aelsurements
CENTER- everacje of cen_erline msurements ROWRAX - maxiaum of edge of ROWmsuremefl_s
RAX - mximum of all msurements ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmeasurements
AVERAGE- average of roLL msurewen¢s ROWSTD - s¢andard deviation of edge of ROW

imelureaents
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Figure 8.13 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kv Buckley-Summer
Lake No. i line.
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--_,41D
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Sum r-/ Heesure_

R%D- msurelmnt at Biclsp_n of centerline STD - sl:arclard deviation of all measurements
CENTER- average of centerline mealureaenl:s ROWRAX - mxiaua of edge of ROWBeasureaen¢s
RAX - mmx_muaof all msureaent$ ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWaeasurement$
AVERAGE- avenage of aLL msureaent_ ROWSTD - standard deviation of edge of ROWleesurements
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Figure 8.14 Cumulative percentage distribution of MAX, MID, ROW MAX
and ROW AVE summary measures for 500-kV Monumental-

McNary No. 1 line.
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Figure 8.15 cumulative percentage distributions for MAX and Row MAX
magnetic field measurements in measured spans of 230-kV
and 500-kv single-circuit lanes.

• 250 MAX

o 250 RC',Vi,4AX
• .500 MAX

u 500 ROW MAX

Suamer_ Measures

MID - measurementmt miaspnn of centerl_ne STD - stanOar_ Qev_at_onof all measurements
CENTER- average of centerline ieasurel_-nts ROWMAX- uxiIum of edge of ROWmeasurements
MAX - maximumof all measurements R_ AVE - average of edge of ROWmeasurements
AVERAGE- average of roll measurements ROWSTD - standard deviation of edge of ROt/

measurel_bnts
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Figure 8.16 Cumulative percentage distributions for MAX and ROW MAX
magnetic field measurements in measured spans of 230-kV
and 500-kv double-circuit lines.
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Table 3.1 : CharacterizaUion stu_.y sampling plan by region, voltage and configuration
group.

, , ..., ,, .

Row Spans

Group Configurations width, to be
Region/Voltage Label - -- Ft. Mileage sampled

, . ,
t 1 1 ii ii 1 ! ii [

wes_./230-kv so! J3, J9 125 .476.09 38

sC2 g7 I00 451.61 ] 37

SC3 J_0, J14 125 250.05 20 .

Dc J_. ,_18 _;25 _r79._4 _.5.
Total Spans D(; _12 125 124.43 i0

....... _2o
East/230-kV sCl J3..g._, 35 125 1167.15 47

sc2 _. J$ 10Q 511.37 21

DC Jl 125 128.74 5

QC J2 i_5 . _5.2_ 4

Total Spans DC J30r. I00 ....74.55 3
I s0

-- " ' I ' ' '

West/500-kV $_I i MI. M3. ,u.!5 125 _Q2._2 76

SC2 M9, M!2, M5 140 .202.32 25

DC M24. M_7 125 52.42 7

DC I¢14 ]_ s2.oz 7
Total Spans SC3 M23 _25. 40.70 5

120
iu .... ,

East/500-kV SC_ M3, MI, MI_ I_5 1139.33 5_ ....

SC3 [l_ 12_ , .11_5.90 9 ,

_ M24. M27 125 163 .30 8

DC Ml9, M._.0 _.30 129.03 6

Total Spans _C2 M9. MI2 i 140 119 " 06 5 l

80

- SC denotes single circuit; DC denotes double circuit.

=- See Figure 3.1 for configuration descriptions.
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Table 3.2: Varlability study span sampling plan.

, , i r , ' '; '_'

Region / Group I ROW

Voltage Label config. I Line Name Width, ft. Mileage Spans
. . , , , H

,m n_ i i

West/230-kV SO2 J7 Alvey Fairview 100 82.65 25
No. 1 , .

SC 1 J9 San_iam-Alvey 125 53.47 25
No. 1

SC 1 J3 Ros s-Lexington 125 41.21 25
NQ, 1

i ., i i

East/230-kV SCl J3 North Bonneville- 125 132.71 25

Midway No. 1

SC2 J7 Pilot Butte- 100 I10.62 25

, chiloquin ....

SOl J3 Grand coulee-Bell 125 45.47 25
No. 5 .....

...._ H

._. | .

West/500-kV . SC! ....M3 Raver-Paul No. I .....i 125 .i 66.36 25

SC2 M9 Monroe-Cus_er 140 62.24 25
No. 2

SCl MI5 Chief Joseph- 125 50.70 25
Monroe No. 1

. innl i i ni

.. , ,,,, ,

East/500-kV SOl M3 Grizzly-Malin 125 178.49 25
...._Q, 1

SC3 M23 Buckley-Summer 125 127.59 25
Lake No. 1

SCl M3 Lower Monumental- 125 60.65 25

.,. , , McNa__ No. 1 ....
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Table 8.1: Measured spans for characterization study.

1,,, ,, ,,,, ,, m ,, , ',,,, ,, , ,, ,j I ,, , ""

% in

multiple-
Circuit Region/ Group Measured lane

Type Vo] ".age Label Configuration Spans corridor
_,,,,,,, _ ,I,'i 'i' i i l ,, , LIii

Single West/230-kV sc! J3, J9 40 83

s¢2 _7 ,,, 40 38 ,
SC..3' Jl0, J14 19 47 .

East/230-kV sc..l J3, J9 . 52 . .83

SC2 J7. 38 17 6

, ,,

West/500-kV SCl _i. _3. MI_ 72 74

SC2 MS. M9. Ml2 57 7_

SC3 M23 6 I00, ii i

Zas_/500-kV _C1 _i. _3. MI5 6_ . 7_

SC2 M9, Ml2 5 80

SC2 M23 , !I.. i .9l
i

, i • ,,i ,,H,

Double West/230-kv DC J2, J12. J18 26 ..... 45

zast/2_Q-_v DC J30 , 29 I00 ,,
i i,

West/500-kV DC MI4_ M_4, M27 . 32 97 ....

_- _. .........Zast/500-kV DC M19_ M20, M24, M27 26 I00
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Table 8.2 Measured spans for variability study.

, _ • ' , , , , , ,,

% in

Multiple-

Region / Measured Line
Voltage Group Config. Line Name spans corridor

...... , ,_ ,_ , ..... , , T

West/230-kV SC2 J7 A.Ivey-Fairview No. 1 38 . 5

....SC1 J9 . SaDtiam-Alvev No. 1 18 _4

SC_ J3 Ross.-Lexinqton No. 1 .. 26 0

l w,_,,

East/230-kV SCf J3 North Bonneville- i 54 89
Midway _, 1i |

SCl J3 Grand Coulee-Bell 25 i00

..... No, _ --
i , i , " ='

West/500-kV SCf M3 Raver-Paul No. 1 ....49 76

SC2 M9 MO_rO_-C_ster NQ. _ 28 93

SC i M15 Chief Joseph-Monroe 25 100

N_. ,,_ ....... --

i ii

East/500-kV SCf M3 Grizzlv-Malin No. 1 41 98

SC3 M23 Buckley-Summer Lake 34 100

. No, 1 .........

SCl M3 Lower Monumental- 27 7

McNary No. 1 , , Ii
i ,&, ,lm
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Table 8.3: Significance of relationships between independent variables and summary
measures for single-circuit line spans, significance level indicated as
follows: -, <0.05; t, <0.01 and _, <0.001.

, ,, rl , ,

Summary Measures
iiii i iii
,,,

M C M A S R R R

Independent I E A V T O 0 O
variable D N X E D W W W

T R
E A M A S

R G A V T
E X E D

i i i

Reqion ....

voltaae _ ± ± ± :2: ± ± -

Group 1 v s 2 ,, " " ,"

230 : 1 vs _ " " " " , * "

Group ! vs 2

500 : ! vs 3 .......

2 v.s 3

Span Len_h - 230-kV - $ _ #

Span Length - 500-kV - - $ "

p_rallel - 230-kV_ _ %

Parallel - 500-kV # "

Terra_ D - 230

Terra_ - 500 ,

Temperature - 2_0-kv

Temperature - 500-kV

Summary Measures

MI_ - messuremen_a_ miasDanof cen%erline STD - s_an_rO acylation of all n_asuremen_s
CENTER- averse o_' centert_ne mmnsureJe_s ROWRAX- maximumof eOge of ROWmensuremmn_s
MAX - Ilaximummo# etl measurements ROWAVE - av'-racje of eckje of ROWmmasuremments
AVERAGE- averax3e of aLL mmasurm_l:s ROWSTD - sz_rd devimzio_n of eckje of ROWmmasuremmenIs
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Table 8.4: Summary measures in mG/A for 230-kv single-circuit spans.

I std. coef. of Sid.
Mean Maximum Dev. Variation Error

I , , , ,, i

_rOUD Sql.{Fla_1 (N=')_! ......
MIU .!_3 .... .4Z5 .968 ,_9_ .007

CZNTER .. .149 .344 .050 .334 .005

MAX ..... ,183 ,415 .Q62 .3_7 ,Q06

AVERAGE.., .089 ._9_ .0_7 , .,302 .003

..s_ ...o5;_ ._ .... .o2_ ......4zo .oo2 .,

RoW MAX , ,07_ , ,129 .02Q .214 ,002

..ROWAVE .057 .ll_ .016 ._75 .001

BOW STD ,012 .02_ .005 •419 ,0005

Group 8C2 _Fla_ (N=57)

M_D ._49 .205 .036 .242 .005

CENTER ,129 _ .199 .05_ .2_6 .004 _

MAX .1.52 ..... .211 ..036 .237 .005

AVERAGE . .076 . .107 .015 . .197 .002

STD .0_7 .0_ , .011 .297 .001

ROW MAX .074 ._,6_ . .0_Z .284 .003 _

ROWAV_ .056 ......... 081 .011 .196 ,001 _
RQW _TD .012 ,039 ,0O_ .333 ,001

GrouD SC3 (Fl.at) {N='. 9 }

MID ,085 ,159 , ,04Q,, ,471 ,O09

_R ...... .0.86 .),45 .036 .384 .008 _
MA_ . .110 ._95 ..048 .613 .011 _

AVERAGE ,053 .097 ,Ol_ .352 ,004

S_) ,. .027 .0_1 .0_3, .667 .003

Rgw _X ,054 . ,O_Z .016 ..... 1.0_ ,004 _
ROW AVE .0_ .068 .. .0!2 .341 ,00# _

, .ROW STD .009 , .0_4 .003,,. 1.57 .001

overall {N= 168 _..... .

MID , , , .1.55 .415 .062 .... _402 .005 _

_CENTER , .135 .343 .047 .349 .004 _

MAX ..... 164 ,,, ,415 .158 .3_ ,0Q_ __

_,v_'._p,G_ . o8_ _],94 .025 .3 _5 .002 _
STD ,, ,044 .129 ,020 .447 ,002

ROW_X ,071 .161 ,021 .290 ,002 _

Row AV_ .055 ._II .0_5 .272 .001 _

ROW STD .012 .039 .005 , ,,."459.. .004..,,,

Su.msre' Reasures

RTD - leisuPelieflt _mtmidspen of ¢enterline STD - szandard deviation" o_' aLL measurements
CENTER- average of ¢enterline measurements ROUI'IAX- maxiaum of cage o'f ROWmeasureg_-flts
RAX - Rximua of eLL aeesurewents ROWAVE - average of edge of ROt/measurements
AVERAGE- average of aLL meesuments ROWSTO - standard deviation of edge of ROWmsuremenl:s
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Table 8.5: Summary measures in mG/A for 500-kV single-circuit spans.

, LJ , , , , i [, " ' ' '' '" ......

Sid. Coef. of Sid.

Mean Maximum Dev. Variation Error
, ,,

i i

GrouD SCf (_elta_ (N=133 ....

M_D .097 .550 .063 .654 ,006

CZNTER . .086 .472 .054 .628 .005

•103 .550 ,060 ,581 ,005_A_

AVE R_.GE .057 .313 .033 . .579 .003 .

s_ , .026 ._55 .018 .678 .002
_QW MAX .054 .274 ,026 ,4_0 ,0Q2

ROW AVE .041 .218 .021 .509 .002 _

_QW S;_ ,010 ,040 ....006 ,580 . .005

Group SC2 (Flat_ (N=42) . -

MID ....... ._15 .207 .047 .408 .007
•I01 .167 .039 ._8_ .006CENTE_

.MAX .119 .207 .048 •400 .007

__GE ........ .066 .i05 .....024 .366 004 •
stp ,0_0 , ,057 .01_ .4,_ .002
ROW MAX , .059 , .099 .022 .366 .003

ROW AVE •048 ,07_ ,018 ,372 .003

Row STD ,00_ .OIB ,oo_ ,_Q7 ,0oi

Group SC3 (Delta) (N-17)

MIQ .104 .199 ,035 ,_7 ,009

CENTER .088 .AS2 .030 .339 .007
MAX .104 .199 .035 .331 .00B,,

AVERAqE . .06_ .121 .021 ,327 ,005

STD .024 .039 .0!0 . .422 .002

hOW _X .061 .125 ,020 ,33_ ,00_

I_ow_vE •P51 .I03 .0i8 •._47 .00,4,
ROW STD .008 .019 .00.4 .483 .001

Ov_;a!l _N=192_ .... ,',

•101 .550 .0,5.8 .575 .004MID ........

CENTER .089 .472 .049 .553 .004

M_X •107 •550 ,056 •523 ,004

AVERAGE . .059 .313 .030 .512 .....002 .....

STD •027 .155 ,016 .613 •001

•055 .274 .025 ,449 .002_Qw MAX
ROW. AVE .... .044 .218 .020 .. •466 .001 .

ROW STD .009 .040 _.005 ....... .559 .. .004

Summary Measures

MID - measurement sZ midspan of centerline STD - slandar_d deviation of all memsuremments
CENTER - average of cenzerlinemeasuremerrts ROW MAX - uximum of edge of ROW messureme_Is
MAX - maximumof all meesuremen_s ROW AVE - averse of edge of ROW measurements
AVERAGE- average of all msuments ROWSTD - sl_anc_mrddeviation of edge of ROWmeesure_mts
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Table 8.6: Results of multiple linear regression analyses of non-normalized magnetic
field using midspan conductor height and current as independent variables.
The propor_cion of the variancegf magnetic field which was accounted for
by these variables is given by R'. The "ideal" sample included only spans
from single line corridors with flat terrain. All results significant at
the P=0.0001 level.

..... ,,, , ,i, , ,

Voltage

summary R2 "idR2al"Measure
"' TIllnl ,_ , i i i li I I

2_0-kV _N,,166 _ iN-27 _

M_I;P , .81 .9s , ,,
CENTER ._2 .96

MAX .79 .96

_Vlm_G_ ..... .83 .94 ,,
STD ,71 .95

....ROW MAX .84 ..p0
ROW AVE .87 .91, iii ..i

ROw s_ _T ,,,4.9 ,,
i i ii i,

500-_V , (N-192 _ (N-20),

MID . ,72 .83

..,_ ,74 ..79

MAX ,77 , .87 ,
AV_RAG_ . .78 .8_

s_ .'7_ .88 ....
R_W MAX ,7_ .81
RQW AV_ . .77 .8_

ROW STD .49 .65 ....

SummaryMeasures

MID - aeasunelenT a_ miOspan o_ ¢enTerline STD - szanoarO deviatmon of aLL aeasuPements
CENTER- average of cen_erline aeesuremmnts ROWHAX - mmximamof edge of ROWaeasuremen_s
MAX - Ixi_m Of all mm1.Jrelents _ AVE - amver_e of edge of R_3Qmmsunemmn1:s
AVERAGE - mver_e of rollseesurmm_ts ROW S_ - $1:anq:Lmrddevimtion of edge of ROW umeesuremmc,n_s
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Table 8.7: Distributions of observed values for continuous random effect variables.

.. ,.,

i N Mean sid. Dev. Minimum Maximumi ., H . ,

Gurrent _AI .........

230-kv 168 295 .... 163 24 913

500-kv 192 597 . 331 .. 47 1382

ii i.

Conducto r Beiq_t at Midspan { _t} .....

230 kv 1_(_ 40. o ,_, _ 28 .... 77
GrouD SOl 91 39.1 B 8 _8 .....75

Group SC2 56 38. 7 .8.7 29 .75

Group SC3 19 49,6 ii,2 34 77
500 kV 192 49.4 13.1 31 .... 117

Group SCl 133 50.1 13.8 31 . 117

GrOUD SC2 42 50,4 12,1 35 .. 85

Group SC3 17 43.5 , . 8.6 31 65

SDan Lenqth {ftl .....

1230-kV 167 882 ...... 261 230 1500

_00-)_V 192 1027 216 354 1525

Wind Speed (mph)
168 3,9 ,,, 4,:_, O ,,, 20 ,2_0-_v

500-kV 192 4 ._ 5.6 0 35

ii,.. , i ii., •..

Temperature ( "F_ .......

168 69.9 11,8 39 97230-_kv , .
500-kV 192 68.0 Ii "0 i=....44 L 92
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Table 8.8: Percentage of observations for categorical random effect variables.

_ 'kV N!168 1 500 kV 192
' 23'o" -- N _

A..... iii] i .ll , i. ii . i , i, ,i , ,L ii i

Land_le .......

Vacant .... 49 .... 47

_orest 12 ...... _l ,,,
.. Pas_ur_ ...... 22 , , , 2_,

C_ltivated , _ ......... _.7 ,,

Re@idential 2 1

Coam_rcial ,, i _ , ,

i i ii i i • iii ii Iliil

Terrain .......................

Fl_t 40 46

Loca. sloDinq _ , 72 ,

Lat. SloDino _, ,

_on_. & Lat. slopinq 22 .... 16

undul_tina ......... 12 9 ,

_uh/Ruaaed _ _ ,,

naa,, i ,,

Veaqtation on ROW

. ao.e,, . i,P ._.'1 .
Law 1yincr ,, 41 ,34

Br_sh ..... 27, _

Trees 13 ,,, _7 ....

i |i u i i | i

Weather .............

c_e_ , , 4_,....... 4_ ,
Partly clou_7 27 i_

Overcast ..... _5 .... 21

Foamy .... 3 ..... 2

Rainy 10....... 10

, Snow/Hail ,, 0 ...... 0

,,, i i

Timq of Day ..............

6-_ : 59 am ..... %.... o .

_0-_:59 .... _.e,, , _9
,_2-_:59pm , , __e. 2"7

_ 2-_:_} .... 24 2_

, 4-5 : 59 , 13 _ , 19 ,

,, 6-7:59 , , §

, ,, ,, _,,,, , ,

Cor_idgr ...... T

Sinql e lane , 40 ..... I 23

Parallel line i 60 1 77• . ........ n..... ,=, _ .-. .
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Table 8.9: Annual magnetic field estimates in mG for 230-kv groups.

,, , ,,,, i,, , ,, ,,,lr , ,1 , ,, ,, .............

Annual Mean Annual 90rh Percentile
t ,ll i

Sid. coef. of Sid, Coef. of

Mean Dev. Variation Mean Der. variation
' ii , ii i ii

i i r l I..GROUP SCf (N=76_

MID _ 16 .. .48 7_ _I .41

CENTER ..... 28 ],3 .44 63 24 .38

MAX 35 15 . ,44 7Q.... _q .38
AveRAGE 17 8 • 44 38 _ 4 .35

S_D _0 5 .... ._0 _ 9 .43

ROW _JtX 14 6 ,4_ _ 12 .38

ROW AVE. ii 5 .47 25 9 .38

ROW STD 2 1 ,_ _ 2 ,47

....Group SC2 {N=47

MID . 27 71 .40 59 _I .36

CZNTZ_.. _3 9 . _9 _i l8 .35
....HAX 28 _.i .40 60 21 .35

AVENGE t4 5 .3"7 . 31 12 . .38
ST_ , ,7 _ .50 _,_ 7 .45
R0W. MA_ ' 14 ....5 .34 31 _ .36

ROW AVE ii _ ,33 23 8 ,37

_0w STP 2 _ ,_O _ _ .5e

Group SC3 IN=I9)

_ID 18 18 I, 0_ 9Q 28 , 94

czwr¢_ ],8 ],7 .95 30 , _s .8"1 ,,
MAX .. 22 2_ .97 38 34 .89 ..

AVERAGE i0 O ,94 17 13 ,79

STD 5 . 5 .96 9 .... 8 .89

ROW MAZ l0 _ .83 18 13 .76

Row AVE 7 6 _8_ 13 I0 .77

Row s'_ 2 . j. .81 3 J . 2 .'14
Overall (N-142 _

MID 29 16 .53 63 3_ .49

czwr_ ,25 t3 .so s,5 , 28 .46 ,
MA_ 31 16 .51 67 _i .4_

AVERAGE 15 7 .48 33 15 .44

ROW MAX 14 6 ,47 29 13 ,43

....ROW AVE i0 5 .48 _3 _0 .44

ROW STD 2 1 .59 5 3 .55.... ..
., . .

Sumr_, Measures

RID - measureamen1:0¢ lldSpon of (:eflTef't.ine $'rD - szandard devisZion of aLL measuremmenzs
CENTER- ImverlKJeo_ clm_erl._ne meelmsuremmenl:s RO51RAX- imx_iJi o_ eoge o? ROE1measurelment:s
RAX - Ixim_ of all measurements RO_AVE - mverKJe of edge of ROE/measurements
AVERAGE- average of aLL meeeuramenl:$ RCNSTD- s¢andard devialc_on of edge of RO_ meesuremmen_s
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Table 8.10: Annual magnetic field estimates for 500-kv groups (mG).

Annual Mean Annual 90rh Percentile
ii| i

Std. Coef. of S_d. Der. Coef. of
Mean Dev. variation Mean Variation

ml'II,i 71 iiii i ii i ii ii i ii ii iiii i i iii [ iii" _11'" • [ i i

_ Group _Cl (N-!_71 .....

MI? _ 27 .70. _7 80 , .S2

CENTER 35 23 .67. 86 69....... .80

MAX 42 ....._ ,_3 103 78 .76

AV_AG_ 2a _4 .....6_ S6 42 .T6
STD 71 8 .72 26 _2 .... .85

ROW _ 22 12 .I_4 _2 34 .Gs
ROW AVE _7 9 .55 4_ 2s .... ._8
ROW STD _ _ _67 9 6 ,..69

GrOUD SC_ (N=42_ .

MID 38 16 .4_ 90 . 40 ,, .44

CENTER 33 _3 ._9 , 79 34 .42

.MAX 39 !6 .40 94 I 41 .44

AVERAGE 22 8 .38 52 22 .42

STP .... I0 4 ,44 2_ 11 .4_

ROW AVE 16 . _ ,4_ _ 16 ,42

RQW STp _ 2 ,_2 7 4 .52

Group SC3 (N=I7) .......

MID _ 32 14 ,4_ 77 . 39 .51

cmerzR 2"_ _,1 . .42 64 a2 . so
a_ _4..... .42 7_ a9 .St

AVERAGE 20 7 ,_6 4_ 21 .45 ....

STD .......... 7 . 4 , .51 _8 I_ . .61

ROW _ 19 ? . ._7 44 _O .....46

_ow AVE I :-_ I 6 ,_6 f, 6 I :6 ._

Over_ll [N= 186 I .....

M_D _ 38 24 ......... .63 .... 94 , 70 ,, .75

CENTER . 34 21 .6_ 82 60 .73

MAX 40 23 ,58 9@ 68 .70

AVERAGE ..... 22 13 .57 54 37 .69

STD I0 7 _67 25 20 .....79

RQW MAX 21 11 .50 50 30 ,60

ROW AV_ .... _6 8 .51 40 25 .62

ROW STD 4 2 .66 8 6 .68
II II , ,, ' -- "' .....

S.u,,ammrv _eesures

RID - aeasureaen_ a_ midsoan of centerline STf) - standa_ devia_io, of sll aeasureae_s
CENTER- average o_ cen_erl_ne msureaents RO_ _ - _mx_mumof eOge of ROWmmsuneaen_s
_AX - mximum of aLL aeasureaents RO_ AVE - average of edge of RO_aeasureeen_s
AVERAGE- average of aLL msuraents ROWSTD - s_andard deVla_on of edge of RO_ aeasuremeflts
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Table 8.11: Comparison of average measured fields with estimated average annual fields
for 230-kv and 500-kv lines in mG.

• l, , , ] , ,..,

Measured N=168 Predicted Annual N=142,

230-kV spans Mean std. Der. Mean Std. Der.

HZD. 4_ 00 29 ........ Z6
cz_ .... 40 , 25 25 z3
MAX 49 , 3z 31 .... _6 ,
_V_AGZ .,, 24 Z4 zs .... 7 ,

, s_ , , ;_ 9 e _ 6
ROwm_x 2z z_..... z4 ,, . e ,

, Row AvE , 1_ 9 , zO _ ,..
Row STP z ,. 2.... _ .... z

ii

500-kv spans ., N=192 ........ NT186

HzD . 58 .............. 3,9.... 3e 24
CZNT_R 5Z ....... 32 34 2Z
MAX , 61 .... 39 ,, 40 _, 23 ....

AVZ_U_GZ ,. 33 .... 2o :2 ., . :3
STp .... :5 IZ ..... ;0 7
Row ,.,_X . 32 ..... 20 ;_, zz
ROW AVE . 25 14 , 16 . 8

,Row STD , , 6 ,,, ,5 .... 4 2

.Su-==ry _leasures

R%D- uesureMnt at m_=lsl_n cd ¢enterline 51_ - st_clllrcl d@vimt4m of aLL mem=u_ts
CENTER- average of centertine memsu_ts _ RAX - mximam of edge _f ROt/m#ure_nts
flAX - mximua of aLL meesure_nts ROWAVE - mvermje of "edge of ROt/mlureaents
AVERAGE- average od aLL mmlsur_enl:s ROYSTO - stim¢_l deviation of edge of ROt/_eesurenents
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Table 8.12: comparison of calculated and measured normalized magnetic field summary
measures in mG/A. Calculated values assumed: minimum design clearance at

a conductor temperanure of 50°C, which is 29 ft. for 230-kv lines and 33
ft. for 500-kv lines; average measured conductor heighU at tower and

average span length for each group.

II i i iiii ii I I ] ) I II I

Mean of 90rh percentile

Group Summary Calculated for measured of measured

voltage Label Measure design heigh_ values values
illll II • I r iii ililli i | i i i i i i i i i i1 ii

230-kV SCl MID .221 .173 .244

ni92 MAX .221 ._83 -244

._x ,07_ ,97_ .095

_ow _v_ . o6o . os7 . oT;_
ii i i

SC2 MID .214 ,149 .190

n-s7 _ .2._4 ._,s2 . _94
_9W MAX •078 ,074 .0_
ROW AV_ .061 . .056 .... .07

i r

sc3 _ZD ,220 ,Q_ .155
n=z9 _ .220 ._J,o. ._ee .,

ROW _--Y .066 .054 ,075

ROW AVE ,056 .039 ,056

i ii

500-kV SOl _3:D .180 .097 .138
n-132 MAX ,180 .103 ._8

ROW MA_ .055 .0_4 .072

RQw AVE ,0¢z .041 .,Q50
m

SC2 MID •159 .115 .172

n=42 MAX .189 .. ,119 ,172

ROW MAX .0eZ .059 .084

_0w Avz .062 ,o4_ ,0v'_
i

sc3 _p ._s6 ._04 .14
n-17 _AX •156 .104 .14 l

Row MAX .042 .061 .081

ROW AV_ .033 .051 .072
mm_mmmmmmmmmm _ _ _

S_r 7 Measures

R%D- measurement at miclslmn of ¢enterline S11) - standard deviation of roll measurements
CENTER- avera¢je of centerLine msureNnts ROWRAX - maximumof eckje of ROW=easu_ements
MAX- mxiaua of aLL msurements R(_ AVE - evera¢je of eckje of R_ measurements
AVERAGE- averse of aLL msuments R_ STD- standard deviation of edge of ROWmeasurements
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Table 8.13: Summary measures in mG/A for variability study 230-kv lines.

d ,,. • iH. | r i f, , , ,. _ --

sid. Coef. of

Mean Maximum Der. Variation Std. Error
III' ., . i ,,.. • ,

ALVEY-FAIRVIEW NO. I (N=381 .........

MID .137 .213 .048 .350 .008

CENTER .125 .190 .039 .307 .006

MP-X .148 .213 ,041 .274 .007

_vz_,GZ .073 •1],3 .015 .205 .00;_
STD ,q35 .0_7 .012 .338 ,002

ROW MAX .078 .136 .018 .230 ......003

..ROW AV_ .057 .092 .009 .],61 .001

ROW STD ,_13 .031 .006 .469 .001

StmTXAH-ALVZ_,O. _ CS=_a) ......
_ x_r_ .;,54 .24q .065 .4;_;_ .o_s .

. CmCT_ .132 .206 ,047 ,._57 .011
MAX .166 .240 .057 .340 .0 13

AVERAGE .081 •i_ .022 .267 .005_

STD .... .047 .07_ .021 .4_ .005_

ROW _AX .068 .162 .027 .400 .006
ROW AVE ,Q52 ,Q_Q .014 -274 .003

Row _ .012 .0;36 .007 .6_], .002
R0SS-_XrNGTO_ NO. I ¢N=261

_ID. .158 .2_I .052 .3_I . .010 •

.12_8 . .;_0_, .040 .291 .008
MAX ,169 .261 ,048 .281 , 009

_vm_ .076 . z03 , o14 .189 .003
ST_ . o4_, .o6_ , o_4 ._3 .003
ROW MAX ,Q81 .... .132 .019 .234 .004_

. ROW AVE .057 .074 .008 .143 .002

ROW STD .013 .027 .005 .410 .001

NOR_ _ONICE"_I_T.T._,-M!DWAY NO. ! _N=_4 .....

M_D .... .172 .261 .055 .319 .008

CZNTm_ ,155 , ;_4 ,0_7 •24q . 005
_A_ ,187 .261 ,040 .212 .005_

_,v_G.z .093 .127 .0_6 .%73 .002_
_TD ,q55 ,Q_Q ,ql_ .2_4 ,002
ROW MAX .073 .1_2 .013 .178 .002_

ROW AVE .058 .074 .008 _134 . 002

BOW STD .,011 .028 .005 .462 ,007

GRA_ co_.__-s_._. NO. 5 'N=2_)
_ID ,157 .... .246 ,04_ .287 ,009 .

9ENT_ .144 -_9 .034 ._37 .007

MAX .190 .287 .049 .257 .010

_ERAGE .088 ,119 ,01_ .i_2 .003

STD .056 .085 .016. .292 . .003 .

ROW MAX .076 .287 . 045 .586 .009

ROW AVE ,055 ,0_6 ,QI0 .i_0 .002

ROW ST]:) .015 .112 .020 1.319 .004,...................
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Table 8.14 Summary measures in mG/A for variability study 500-kv lines.

,, i l ,, , , ,, , •

Sid. Coef. of Sid.
Mean Maximum Der. Variation Error

'• I II I II

RAVER-PAOL _O..i I_=49
MID .092 .157 .030 .325 .004

C_T_E'R .079 .... -126 .020 .248 .003

l ,0_ .157 ,026 .2_ .004
_._ .050 .07.2 .009 . _80 . oo1
STp ,925 ,024 ,009 .3_i7 .001
ROW _KX t046 .103 .012 .254 ,002

ROW AV_ . .036 ,_058 .005 .148 .0008

ROW _TD ,008 .024 t004 .451 .0005

_MONROE-CUSTER I;O. 2 (N=28_ .....

MZ:p ._39 • 2 ],.5 .049 .35]_ .009

.119 .183 ,038 .371 ,oq7
MAX .142 .215 .048 .335 .009

_vEK_ .079 I .!io .o23 ._4 ,.oo_
STD ...037 .064 ,01_ ._89 .003

_ ,ROW MAX .068 .099 .020 .2,95 .004

ROW AVE ,_55 .078 ,016 .20_ .003

Row s-_ .oll .o2o .oo_ _4_3 .009 ....
_C_ JoszPn-MowRozNo. _ (_=251

MID .092 .150 .030 .330 ,006

_ _-x=_ .083 .117 .0_ -256 _004

_ MAX .i01 .150 .027 .270 .005

AVERAGE ,061 ,082 ,011 .176 .002

STD .023 .04_ .012 .499 .00_

Row XAX .061 .Z06 .017 .2o8 .oo3

_ ROW AVE .048 .08_ .0_3 .270 .003

_ ROWs_o .009 [ .029 1 .oos ._02 .ool
__R_.ZZLY-MALIN NOT - (N=41 _ .......

MZD .lzo ._45 .0:_ .236.. .0.04
-._ CENTER _092 ,i19 ,017 ,, .184 .,00_

_ MAX ,112 ,14_ ,023 .208_ ,004

_ AVERAG'_ , .o6o . o.9._ .olo ._,6o .ool
_ STD ..... 030 ,043 ,008 .275 .001

_ Row _AX .05% .090 ,0_0 ._92 .00_ ,
RO_ AV E .040 .0"78 .008 .],9_ .001

"ROW STD .009 .020 .003 .340 .0005

_BUC_3_-SUMM_R _AK_ NO. i (N_34)

=, MID ,,, .120 ' ,199 _0_9 .250 ,00,,5 ,

_. c_ ._,.o3 ,z52 _o.;_e .;-',_ .oo_
_ MAX .Z20 .199 .030 .25Z .005

AVERAGE .072 .121 .014 ,194 .002

STD .029 .0.56 .0_3 .445 .002

_ ROW MAX .064 .I_5 .015 ._42 .003 .

_ ROW AVE .05_ .i03 .012 .219 .002

__ _OW STD .008 .019 .004 .507 .0007

•.. Table continued on next page
u
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Table 8.14 continued...

,,u
, ,_", ,, ,rl , , ''i

sid. coef. of Sid.

Mean Maximum Der. variation Error
i ii i i i i

LOWER MONUMENTAL-McNARY NO. 1 IN=271 ....

M_D .108 .15_ .029 . 273 .006

CENTER ,091 .121 .0_! .231 .0.0.4

MAX .I_0 .155 .027 .243 .005

AVERAGE •052 .073 .008 ,154 .002

sTD .026 ,045 •008 ,522 .002

ROW _ .052 .078 ,007 ._38 .001

ROW AVE .039 •047 •004 ,103 ,0008

ROW STD .008 .014 .002 .284 .0005 ,
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Table 8.15: Observed distributions of random-effect continuous variables in the

variability study of 230-kv lines.

i ,,.

Current (A)

A_vey-Fa_view No.I 246 78 130 358

San_am-A_ve¥ No. 1 133 33 i00 236

_os$-Lexin_ton No. 1 386 197 _ 615

N Bonneville-Midwa7 Rg- 1 413 117 262 6_7

Grand coulee-Bell No. 5 209 34 145 285

ne:'_ght at mid sDan (ft_

Alvev-Fa_rv_ew No. 1 41 _2 29 9_

Santiam-Alvev No. I 45 11 _2 66

Ross-_exin_o, No. _ 37 8 32 63

N _onneville-Midway No. i 35 I0 28 75

Grand coulee-Bell No. 5 37 7 26 55

SDan l_nq_h (_t)

Alvev-_airview No. 1 57_ 165 475 87_

Santia_-Alvev No. 1 947 197 _8_ 1300

Ross-_ex_nq_on No. 1 984 _80 510 1515

N Bonneville-Midwav No. 1 908 22e 350 1450

Gr_d Coulee-Bell No, 5 1021 163 800 1450

TemDe_a_u_e (cT)

_Ivev-Fairview No. 1 61 _ 4_, 71

san_i_a_n-Alvey No. _ 60 7 48 7_

RosI-L_xin_on No. 1 51 20 _7 94

N Bonneville-Midway No. 1 73 12 4_ 92

Grand Coulee-Bell No. 5 89 8 78 102
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Table 8.16: observed distributions of random-_ffect continuous variables in the

variability study of 500-kv lines.

I variable Mean .... std. Dev.- I Minimum Maximum

Current (A_ ........ -

Raver-Paul No. 1 664 195 336 , 1024 _

Monroe-custer go. 2 488 234 146 762 _

Chief Joseph=Monroe No. i 65_ 80 499 ..757

Grizzlv-Malin No. _ 1125 263 , 689 ,_484

Bucklev-S--m_r T_ke No. 1 600 2_9 132 948

L Mon,--e_ntal-McN---_ No. 1 663 282 286 1119 _

_e_',aht at m_d SDA_ (_t) ....

Raver-Paul No. 1 49 I0 _ , _7 _

Mo_roe-Custe_ No. _ 4_ 7 36 61 _

ch_e$ Joseph=_on_o e No. 1 4_ 7 32 65

GCizzlv-Malin No, 1 41 6 31 ,,_7

Buckley-SuEm_r Lake No. 1 40 3 31 47

L Monc%mental-McNarv No. _ 4_ ii 37 , 8_

SpaD ien_h (f_)
1069 17_. 69_ _550Raver-Pa_ No. 1

Monroe-Custer No. 2 1036 I$$ 438 1275

Chief Joseph=_o_oe N_. 1 830 _8_ _0_ 1525

GrizzlY-Malin No. i 1110 135 56_ 1250

Buckler-S---net Lake No. i 1094 14_ 475 1275

L Monumenta!-McNarv NO. 1 1024 196 .... 535 1350

Temperature ("F_ .....

Raver-Paul No. 1 63 _ 44 7Q

Mo_oe-CUS_er NO. _ 67 _ 50 ,, 82

Chief Joseph-Monroe No. 1 85 6 7_ 94

G_izz_y-Mal_n No. 1 70 I_ 53 92 _

Budk!ey_S_mm_er. Lake No. 1 65 i0 50 ....92

L Monumental-McNary No. 1 72 I 5 ! 63 82iii ! m i I I i
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Table 8.17 : Percentage of observations for random-effect variables for 230-kv

variability study lines.

,,,,,,,,,,,, , _ , , m

North
Bonne- Grand

Alvey- Santiam- Poss- vil!e- Coulee-
Fairview Alvey Lexington Midway Bell
No. 1 Mo. 1 No. 1 No. 1 No. 5

N=38 N=I8 N=26 N=54 N=25
i m,

_a_.dUS e . ,

VagaDt 32 6 , 27 ..76 56

_ores_ _ ..... _ _ , 6 Q
pasture [ l 6 3 3 9 5 8 --I . 4 0

Cultivated ..... 0 11 4 15 44

Residential 0 0 0 0 0

.C_mme_cia_ 0 6 4 .. 0 0

Terr@inb, , ,,, m m , lm,

Flat 47 28 , 46 20 8

Lon,q. Sl0Pin q . 5 17 15 . 26 .32

_a_., s_o_na 3 !i 0 0 0

_onq. & _at. S_opin q 39 17 19 .... 30 12

U_ulati_q _ _2 19 13 4Q

Rouah /Rumoed 0 6 0 11 8

Veqetat&o_ o_ Row .......

. ]ggne ,, , _ 22., ,4(_ ,, _ _6

B_sh ,,, 21 .... _;6 , :;,2 5'7 4
T_ees 8 _ § ,, 8 15 0 _

Weat_,e; .........

,Clear 1_ _Q _8 ,,, 56 1Qo
Partlv Cloudy 2_ . 2_ _ _Q . 0

Overcast .... 50 , 6 ,35 ,, 4 0 .

_"oqq 7 ,,0 6 0 ,0 0 _

" t
Rainy . 8 11 _3 11 0

Snqw/Hail 0 .... 0 0 ..... 0 0

Time of Day m mm ml

, 8-9:59 am,, 26 _7 _5 4 24

10-11:59 , 2 4 17 23 , 22 20

12-1:59 mm .I_ _ 42 22 20

2-3:59 , 18 2_ 19 22 24 .

4-5 _59 ,, 1} ,, 11 , 0 _Q 8

, 6_7 :5_9 , .... 5. 0 0 .... 9 4
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Table 8.18 : Percentage of observations for random effect variables for 500-kv
variability study lines.

, .r. . ,. ,m r . ......

Chief Buckley-
_uaver- Monroe- Joseph- Grizzly- Summer Lower
Paul Cus_er Monroe Malin Lake Monumental-

No. 1 No. 2 No. 1 No. 1 No. 1 McNary No. 1
N149 Nm28 N=25 N=41 N=34 N=27

.. ,, -- .
--L .., . , , .. , i i , i r i i

Landuse .......

.Vacant 4 _ 32 52 7_ 62 7 0

Forest 8 II 32 ,,, 27 29 ,, 0

P__-_/e .... 4_ 54 I_ 0 3 _5
Cultivated 0 4 9 9 _ 15

Res ident_ ! 8 0 4 0 0 0

c__cia_ 0 ..... 0 0 .... 0 0 0 ,.

Terrain

Flat .... 45 75 32 . 46 .....5_ 37

Lo nq. Slooina 20 0 4 _7 ,_1 _0

Lat. SioDina 4 0 _4 0 .... _ 4

Long. & La_. 8 21 32 15 3 22
Slopinq ...........

Undu_atinq . 16 4 4 2 . 0 .... 7

Rouah/Ruaqgd _ 9 4 9 , Q .. q,,
_yeqetation or_ ROW , ,

NQne, 1_ 11 4 _ _ . 37

Low Ivina 20 32 0 54 47 48

Brush , 55 .... _5 48 27 ....35 0

Trees ., $ _2 48 15 12 ..... 15

Weat_e; .....

c_,e_.,- 3_,,., 43 _.00, , _p_, _32 3_
_ _ar_l v cloudy 4 _ 14 0 _I S_ 6_

_ercast .... 39 .. 29 0 7 3 0

_'oq_, ....... 4 o o o , o o
Rainy _2 !4 1 O 9 6 0
Snow/Bai_ ........ 0 0 I 0 ..... 0 0 0

Time 0_' DaY .......

8-9:59 _m _ .... 0 12 5 6 19

:Lo-:LI:S9 ,, , 2_ _s :_e _T ,. 32 _6 ,,
12-1:5_ _ 33 i$ 24 24 21 22

2-3:59 .... _2 32 _.0 .... 32 21 ,. ],5

4-5:59 14 14 16 12 21 , 11

6-7 :59 2 11 0 10 0 7
[ _ , i i iw [ --- i F iiiI ii i ii m i
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Table 8.19: Comparison of calculated and measured normalized summary measures in mG/A
for 230-kV variability study lines. Calculated values assume: minimum

design clearance at 50°C, which are 29 ft and 33 ft for 230-kv and 500-kv
lines, respectivly; average measured conductor height at tower, and
average span length for each line.

- _._ l li , ,. l li i l _l

a1=ui. .d
a_ design Mean measured

Line name Summary measure heighs, mG/A value, mG/A
ii|

_! l.il ii i. ii i i .i ill

Alvey-Fairview No. 1 _MID ,, •2 _4 .__7

Row MAX ,073 .078

_OW AV_ .066 .0_7

-San_iam-Alvey No. 1 _MID ,221 .154

MA_ ,221 ,166

ROW MAX .074 .068

_QW AVE ,058 ,0_2

Ross-Lexington No. 1 MID . .221 ._58

__ .... .2_1 .169
_w MAX ,077 , , Q_l

.... _0w _v_ .06_ ,, ,0_7 ,..

North Bonneville- _ID ,221 .172

Midway No. 1 _ ,221 ,187

ROW MAX .077 .073

_gw AVE ,063 _ ,Q_7
Grand Coulee-Bell MZD _221 .157

No. 5 MAX .. ,221 •i_0

Row MAX ,077 ,_7_
Row _VE .06s .0ss

i i

Summary _eesures

MID - measure_n_ ar m_aspanof cen_ert%ne STO - srandar_ acylation of aLl aeesuremm_s
CENTER- avers(je o_' centerLine ml_urements _ flAX - imximal o_' edge o_' ROWmeesure_ents
RAX- _mxl_m o_ oLL msuve_ents ROWAVE - eveP_je of edge of RO_ msure_mn_s
AVERAGE- average of aLL m_umen_s ROWSTO - standard devlm_on of edge of RO_ messure_n_s
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Table 8.20: Comparison of calculated and measured normalized summary measures in mG/A
for 500-kv variability study lines, calculated values assume: minimum
design clearance at 50"c, which are 29 ft and 33 ft for 230-kv and 500-kv
lines, respectivly; average measured conductor heigh_ at _ower, and
average span length for each line.

calculated

at design Mean measured

Line name Summary measure height, mG/A value, mG/A
r i i _|i i i i i ll,ii

Raver-Paul No. i MI D .177..092

.177 .096 .

ROW MAX .053 t046

R_ AVE .039 _0_6

Monroe-Custer No. 2 MID .19Q . t139

MAX ...... .190 ,142

Do-,_ ,,, .o77 , .068 ....
.... ROW AVE _991 , .055

Chief Joseph-Monroe MID .179 . .092

No. i _MAX ..179 ,, .i01

ROW MAX .054 .06_

......... x0w,._vz , .049 ,, .048 ,
Grizzly-Malin No. 1 MI_ .177,, ,110 ,

MAX ,, .177 ill2 _

Row _; .9s3 .os_
Row AVE ,, .041 .040

Buckley-Sugmmr Lake MIp .15_ .... T120

No. 1 MAX .156 .120i i i ml,

,_OWMAX .o42 .... ,Q54
...... Row,Av1_ , ,9_ .o_4

Lower Monumental- MID .177 .108

McNary No. 1 M_ , .177 .... ,II0 ,

ROW MAX ,, .053 ,, .052 ,

ROW AVE _038 .039, ,,,, , , I"R nll

suem_.eesures

RIO - measurement at midspan of ¢entertine STD - standard deviation of aLL measurements
CENTER- average o1 ¢enterLine leasurements ROW_ - maximumof edge of ROWmeasurements
MAX- maximumof eLL measurements ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmmsurements
AVERAGE- average of eLL meesurments ROWSTO - s:andird deviatio_ of edge of ROWmeasurements
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Table 8.21: Results of multiple linear regression analyses of non-normalized
magnetic field summmarymeasures for double-circuit lines. Currents
on the two circuits and the midspan conductor height were used as

independent variables. The fractisn of variance accounted for by
these _hree variables is given by R .

....... , , ,, , " , 11

R2 Prob.
,

230kV (N=_)

M_p ... . e7 . o,,,ooz
.. czh"rz_ , _s . ,909 z

_AX .83 .0oo_
AVERAGE ,_7 , , QQQ1

STP ... ,74 ,0Qgz
.54 .0069ROW MAX ......

ROW AVE .... ,_7 .000___

ROW ST D , .49 , .0346

500kv _N=40_ , ,
_TD .92 .,000z ..
cm,rmm_ ,gp . .oooz
_uuc ,=_0 . .oooz

_ Avm_ .....74 .... .oooz
STp . ,_ .oooi
Row _ ,4_ .o0oi
Rc_ ,_v_. . .4 _, .000:_

.50 .0001
i Row STP,

Summary Meesures

MID - measurement at miaswn of centerLine STD - stan¢_ deviation of oLL aeosure_.n_s
CENTER- average of ¢enterLine msurements ROt/MAX- laxilua of edge of ROWmeasurements
RAX - laxlmum of oLL leesurements ROWAVE - overage of edge of ROtl measurements
AVERAGE- everage of aLL leesurments _ STD - stanOard deviation of cd.ge of ROW=easureaen:s
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Table 8.22: Non-normalized summary measures in mG for 230-kV single-circuit and

double-circuit spans.

I Mean s_d. Dev. Minimum Maximum [ii i i i i iii i i u ii i

sinale-circuit - fN=1681

46 30 2 159MID

cmn-zR 40 _s 2 .... _,26
MAX 49 , 31 3 159

__GZ ;_4 _,4 ,,,; _o

,Row _ 2¢ 12 2 7_
Row A',.'_ _,6 9 I , _3
Bow STD 3 2. 0 15

r

Double-circuit - (N'5_

_ID 30 24 4 IQ2

_8 21 4 93

MAX 3_ I6 4 !17

AVERAGE 21 !7 _ _

STD 8 6 _ 27
ROW MAX 22 22 3 93

_0w A,,,_ J,7 ],6 2 _8
5 0 21

ROW STD 4 i i

Summf7 I1easures

RIO - meesuremen'¢a_ mm'ict%oanof centro-line STO - s¢:indrd devist'icmof aLL aeesur_men_s
CENTER- average of cenl:ert_ne aeasureamvts ROWNkX - mxiu of eclge of ROt/aeesureaen%s
FIAX - mx_u of aLL aeasuPmm_s ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWwesuPeaenCs
AVERAGE- average of aLL aeesuraen_s ROt/ STO- scm_dard deviation of edge of ROWaeesuremen1:s
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Table 8.23: Non-normalized summary measures in mG for 500-kV single-circuit and

double-circuit spans.

I
Mean S_d. Dev. Minimum Maximum I

I

i iii i • iiiii iii i i l i i i i i

Sinale-circu:.t - (N-197,

MID .58 _9 4 ],_2

_1 32 6 ,, 164

_xx §i 39 _ 182
Av'z_j__--_ 73 _o ,4 99
STD 15 11 I 47
ROW MAX 32 20 4 126

Ro. _v_ :_5 14 :_ 80
Ro- STD _ _ Q ;_7 ,

i

Dguble-c_rcui%- (N=58
39 II 146MID 66 .

CS'WTER 60 34, _9 123

MAX 7% 37 2,9 _46

AVZRAGE 44 22 15 96

sTD _7 _I _ 36 ,
Row MAX 47 21 16 95
RQW AVE 34 17 13 _2

Row STD 7 4 2 18

Sumar 7 ,eesu_

RID - measurement at mdspen of centerLine STO - standard deviation of aLL aeasurmments
CENTER- IVm _ _tfflil_ ml-emM11:i ROIdPLAX- _iillm Of edge of ROWmeelurelments
PlAX- maximum of aLL mmesuremments ROWAVE - avermzJeof W(je of ROWaeasureaents
AVERAGE- average o_ aLL mmmsurlments ROW511) - standard deviation of edge m' ROMmeasurements
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Table 8.24: Average of the absolute value of the differences between paired quality
conC_rol spans compared to overall mean summary measures for _he volUage
class.

I I

Mean absolute overall mean for

summary Measure difference, mG/A vol_age class, mG/A
I II ml i I [ i

230kV N=24 N=168

MXD ,o_4 ,15_
c_q'_ _o_o ._35
MAX __ .018 ,164

AVERAGE ,_ ,081
,,ao- e._ ....... .o_4 •o_
ROw AVE ,OQ7 ,055

, i

5ookv .=_ .=192
MID ,025 , ,i01

CENTER . .018 . .089

_V'E:RAGZ .o_ ,o,_
Row MAX .025 •055

• 044ROW AVE 012 I i "

S_mry _,esuPes

RID - measureaen¢ lt midspan of cenl:erline STO - standard deviation o1' roLLmeasurements
CENTER- average ot' cen_eelir_ meesureoen_s ROWRAX - mmximmof edge of ROWmmsuremen_s
HAX - maximumcn' roLLmmmremnts ROWAVE - average of edge of ROWmmmureuents
AVERAGE- average of mtL msurmrrts ROYSTO - standard cleviati?m of edge of ROgmsurements
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Appendix: SAMPLED SPANS

Spans are designated by line name and m/le/tower

I. Characterization S_udy single-circuit Spans

WEST, 230 GROUP. SCI
Big Eddy-Chemawa No. 1: BIE-CH1

8814

Big Eddy-Troutdale No. 1: BIE-TR1
6712 6811 7112 7312 75/6

North Bonneville-Ross No. 1: NOB-RO1

24/2 24/3 25/_ 2614 26/5 27/3 27/4 27/5 2813
North Bonneville-Troutdale No. 1: NOB-TRI

9/3 2313 23/4
North Bonneville-Troutdale No. 2: NOB-TR2

9/3

Olympia-south Tacoma No. i: OLY-$OI
3112

Olymp. ia-White River No. i: OLY-WRI
4/3 8/4 13/2 16/1 17/3 18/3

Ross-Lexington No. 1: ROS-LEI
615 15/3 15/5

Sautiam-Alvey No. 1 : SAN-AL1
315 411 23/5 52/4

Santiam-Alvey No. 2 : SAN-AL2
211 1214 1912

Santiam-Albany: SAN-ALB
15/4 2115 2212 1611

WEST 230 GROUP., SC 2
Alvey-Fairview No. 1 : ALV-FAI

213 2/4 215 7/3 714 1115 11/7 3813 4814 .5912

chehalis-Mayfield No. 1: CHE-MAI
215 10/2 12/2 15/1 517

Chehalis-Olympia No. 1: CEE-OLI
10/7 15/2 16/3 17/4 18/1 18/4

Mur-'ay-Bei!ingham No. 1 : MUR-BEI
5/1 6/2

Nor_ch Bonneville-Ross No. i: NOB-RO1
18/5

Olympia-Kitsap No. 3 : OLY-KI3
17/4 24/1 24/5 26,'1 29/5 31/1 39/3

Ross-Lexington No. 1: ROS-LE1
33/3

Santiam-Toledo No. 1 : SAN-TO1

9/5 i0/i 16/5 22/2 24/1 27/5

Snohomish-Murray No. 1 : SNO-MUI
4/4 6/1

WEST 230 GROUP SC3

Fairview-Rogue No. 1 : FAI-RO1
42/1 42/2 42/3 48/2 5911 60/i 65/4

Longivew-Chehalis No. 1: LON-CH1
2312 34/4

santiam-Chemawa No. 1 : SAN-CHI

314 612 614 7/2 14/3
Santiam-Toledo No. 1: SAN-TO1

52/3 52/ 4 58/I
Toledo-Wendson No. 1: TOL-WE1

24/3 24/5
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EAST 230 GROUP SCf

Bell-Boundary No. 3 : BEL-BO3
35/5

Big Eddy-Midway No. I: BIE-MI1
101/3

Grand coulee-Bell No. 5: GRC-BE5
44/4 47/2 51/1 56/1 56/3 65/5 69/4 78/5

Grand Coulee-Columbia No. 3 : GRC-CO3
44/4 73/5

Horse Heaven-Harvalum No. 1 : HOB-BAl
3/2 4/2 11/4 30/3 38/4

McNary-Santiam No. 2 : MarMCN-SA2
7/5

Midway-Columbia No. 3 : MID-CO3
44/3

Midway-Grand Coulee No. 3: MID-GC3
6/4 22/2 26/2 73/4 85/4 89/3 89/4

North Bonneville-Midway No. 1: NOB-MS1
1/3 2/6 22/6 28/6 34/2 34/3 36/3 39/2 39/4 39/5 48/5 53/3 58/5
72/3 78/5 89/3 102/4 122/2 123/1 130/2

vantage-Columbia No. 1 : VAN-CO1
7/1 7/3 7/4 17/2 28/4 30/2

EAST 230 GROUP SC2

Bell-Boundary No. 1: BEL-BO1
5/1

McNary-Franklin No. 2 • MCR-FR2
4/4 4/5

Pilot Butte-Chiloquin No. 1: PIB-CH1
38/5 40/1 42/2 43/4 45/1 45/5 50/3 50/4 51/3 51/4

Ponderosa-Pilot Butte No. 1: PON-PII
18/4

Roundup-La Grande No. i: ROU-LGI
5/1 20/1 20/4

WEST 500 GROUP SOl

John Day-Marion No. 1 : JOD-MAI
14/3 81/2 83/2 86/3

Keeler-A!ston No. 1 : KEE-ALI
26/3 30/2 32/5 39/5

Marion-Alvey No. 1 : MAR-ALI
4/1 4/2 7/1 17/3 21/5 22/4 28/4 29/2 34/2

Marion-Lane No. 1 : MAR-LA1
4/2 15/i 23/5 25/5 36/3 48/4

Monroe-Custer No. 1 : MON-CUI
11/5 14/3 17/4 18/1 32/1 32/4 47/5 56/3 79/1 79/3 82/2 87/2

Moruroe-Custer No. 2 : MON--CU2
10/3 11/I 60/1 81/3 81/5

ostrander-Troutdale No. 1: OST-TRI
14/2 19/5 20/5 22/4 22/5

Paul-Alston No. 2 : PAU-AL2
15/4

Paul-olympia No. 1: PAU-OLI
16/3 19/5

Raver-Covington No. 2 : RAY-CO2
9/2

Raver-Monroe NO. 1 : RAV-MOI

7/5
Raver-Paul No. 1 : RAV-PAI

3/3 5/2 8/2 10/5 14/2 17/3 33/3 36/1 37/i 37/2 38/3 40/3 41/2 43/4 48/3
48/4 52/3 55/1 55/2 64/2 64/5 66/2

WEST 500 GROUP SC2

Big Eddy-ostrander No. I: BIE-OS1
55/2 55/3
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Marion-Alvey No. i : MAR-AL1
41/2

Marion-Lane No. 1 : MAR-Tj_I
57/5 58/1 61/2 66. 69/1

Monroe-Custer No. 2 : MON-CU2
26/1 26/2 26/3 26/4 26/5 27/2 27/3 27/4 27/5 28/2 28/247/3 47/4 47/5 47/6
50/4 51/4 53/2 76/3 85/2 85/4

Os_rander-Pearl No. 1: OST-PEI
11/4 11/5 13/3

Pearl-Keeler No. I: PEA-KEl

2/2 2/3 2/4 3/1 6/1

WEST 500 GROUP SC3

Paul-Satsop No. 1 : PAU-SAI
7/4 8/2 10/5 16/4 19/1

Raver-Paul No. 1 : RAV-PAI
34/5

EAST 500 GROUP SCl

Chief Joseph-Monroe No. 1 : CHJ-MOI
29/3 63/2

chief Joseph-Sickler No. 1: CHJ-SII
7/5 ii/I 12/5 18/4 21/1 28/2

Grand Coulee-Chief Joseph No. 3: GRC-CJ3
7/5 15/4 26/5

Grizzly-Malin No. 1: GRI-MA1
2/1 4/3 6/3 7/2 14/4 14/5 19/1 19/2 19/3 19/4 23/4 23/5 25/1 25/2
26/1 26/2 29/5 35/1 35/2 35/4 35'5 45/2

Hanford-John Day NO. 1 : KAN-JDI
40/3

John Day-Grizzly No. i: JOD-GRI
12/2 51/3 54/2 63/2 87/3

John Day-Grizzly No. 2: JOD-GR2
5/5

John Day-Malin No. 1: JOD-MA1
19/3 33/2 40/4 45/3

Lower Monumental-Harvalum No. 1: LOM-BAI
7/3 12/2 16/2 43/2

Lower Monumentai-McNary No. 1 : LOM-MCl
5/3 13/4 18/2 59/1

McNary-John Day No. i: MCN-JDI
9/1 18/1 18/2 54/1

sickler-Raver No. 1: SIC-RA1
27/3 52/4 63/1 68/3

EAST 500 GROUP SC2

John Day-Ostrander No. I: JOD-OSI
19/3 19/4 26/5 26/6

Vantage-Raver No. 1 : VAN-RA1
22/5

EAST 500 GROUP SC3

Buckley-Summer Lake No. 1: BUC-SL1
1/3 3/2 70/1 70/2 80/2 84/4 86/3 86/4 92/4 93/1

Lower Monumental-Ashe No. i: LOM-ASI
34/4
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2. variability S_udy Spans

WEST 230 Alvey-Fairview No. I: ALV-FAI
i/I 2/2 2/3 2/4 2/5 5/1 5/2 5/4 5/5 7/2 7/3 7/4 7/5 11/6 11/7

14/1 14/2 15/2 16/4 16/5 19/1 19/2 19/3 19/4 38/3 43/4 43/5
48/4 52/3 55/5 56/4 56/5 59/2 60/2 61/1 61/2 61/5 65/2

WEST.230 Santiam-Alve7 No. 1 : SAN-AL1
3/5 4/1 13/1 13/2 16/2 18/3 19/2 20/2 23/5
25/2 33/4 37/I 38/1 45/2 4_/3 46/4 51/4 52/2 52/3 52/4

WEST 230 Ross-Lexinqton Ro. 1: ROS-LE1
1/4 2/2 2/4 5/4 6/2 6/3 6/4 6/5 8/1 8/3 10/1 10/2 10/4 11/2 13/3
15/3 15/5 17/4 19/1 23/1 26/2 26/4 30/2 30/3 33/2 37/2

EAST 230 North Bonneville-Midway No. 1 : NOB-MI 1
1/3 2/5 2/6 5/5 20/3 22/6 28/6 31/4 33/1 33/2 33/4 33/5 34/2 34/3
36/2 36/3 36/4 39/2 39/3 39/5 40/3 40/4 44/4 48/5 53/3 55/3 55/4
58/4 58/5 62/1 62/2 62/3 62/4 62/5 63/1 67/2 67/3 72/3 73/4 74/3
78/5 89/3 90/4 95/1 95/2 98/4 99/3 102/4 118/5 122/2 122/3 123/1

123/3 130/2

EAST 230 Grand Coulee-Bell No. 5: GRC-BE5
9/3 9/5 10/3 13/4 20/1 21/3 22/2 23/2 26/3 28/2 28/3 29/1 30/2
33/1 34/4 34/5 41/3 41/4 46/5 50/2 50/5 55/5 58/1 66/5 81/1

WEST 500 Raver-Paul No. I: RAY-PAl
3/3 5/1 5/2 7/2 8/2 10/5 14/2 17/3 18/3 21/2 22/1 31/4 33/1 33/3

33/4 34/4 35/2 36/1 36/5 37/1 37/2 37/3 38/3 39/1 39/3 39/5 40/3
41/2 43/4 45/4 48/3 48/4 49/1 49/2 51/2 51/3 51/4 51/5 52/3 55/1
55/2 56/2 56/3 56/4 56/5 64/2 64/4 64/5 66/2

WEST 500 Monroe-Custer No. 2 : MON-CU2
26/1 26/2 26/3 26/4 26/5 27/2 27/3 27/4 27/5 28/1 28/2 47/3 47/4
47/5 47/6 50/4 51/4 53/2 76/3 78/5 80/3 80/4 80/5 83/4 84/3 84/4
85/2 85/4

WEST 500 Chief Joseph-Monroe No. I: CHJ-MOI
65/4 67/2 67/3 _4/3 75/2 75/2 75/4 86/6 89/2 89/4 96/5 97/1 97/4 108/6
109/i 109/5 110/2 ll0/4 Ill/2 116/5 117/4 I19/3 119/4 120/1 120/5

EAST 500 Grizzly-Malin No. i: GRI-MAI
2/1 4/3 6/3 7/2 14/4 14/5 19/1 19/2 19/3 19/4 23/4 23/5 25/1 25/2
26/I 26/2 29/3 29/5 35/i 35/2 35/3 35/5 41/3 45/2 46/4 48/3 59/1
62/4 63/2 66/5 75/2 79/1 91/4 92/2 94/2 98/3 98/4 100/4 107/1

i19/3 121/4

EAST 500 BuckleT-S'*""_-r Lake No. i: BUC-SLI
1/3 3/2 5/3 6/3 20/5 58/3 70/1 70/2 80/2 84/4 86/3 86/4 92/4 93/1

95/1 96/2 99/4 111/2 111/3 113/4 114/2 119/4 120/2 120/3 130/4
134/3 136/2 140/5 143/2 144/3 146/4 148/4 149/1 153/3

EAST 500 Lower Mon_mental'McNary No. 1: LOM-MCI
5/3 12/4 13/4 15/4 18/2 19/3 20/3 21/4 22/b 23/5 26/4 26/5 27/4 29/2 30/1
32/4 35/3 44/2 45/5 51/4 51/5 56/2 59/1 59/2 59/5 60/1 60/3
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3. DOUBLE CIRCUIT SPANS

WEST 230 GROUP DC

Big Eddy-Troutdale No. 1: BIE-TR1
26/2 26/5

McNary-San_iam No. 2 : MCN-SA2
8/1 191/4 191/5 199/4 199/5

NOB-RO1
4/2 10/2 19/1

WEST 230 GROUP DC

Allston--Clatsop: ALL-CLI
4/1 13/2

Carlton-Tillamook No. 1 : CAR-TI 1
37/1 37/4 39/4 40/1 40/5 41/2

olympia-Por_ Angeles No. i: OLY-PAI
14/4 17/1

WEST 230 ADDITIONAL.DOUBL E CIRCUITS

Allston-Cla_sop No. 1 : ALL-CLI
12/4 12/5 13/3

Big Eddy-Trou_dale No. I: BIE-TRI
2611

Momroe-snohmmish No. 1 z MON-SNI

12/1
NorTh Bonneville-Ross : NOB-RO1

8/3

EAST 230 GROUP DC
Bell-Boundary No. 3 : BEL-BO3

66/2 69/5 75/7 76/5 79/4 81/4

EAST 230 GROUP DC

Bell-Boundary No. 3 : BEL-BO3
55/3 56/1 56/3 57/4 58/4 65/4

EAST 230 ADDITIONAL. DOUBLE CIRCUTTS

Bell-Boundary No. 3 : BEL-BO3
37/8 55/2 56/3 59/5 60/5 66/3 68/2

Big Eddy-Troutdale No. i: BIE-TRI
25/2 25/3 26/2 26/3 32/4 32/5 33/4 36/3 37/4 37/5

WEST 500 GROUP DC

Ashe-Marion No. 2 ._ ASH-MA2
103/4 106/2 106/3 106/4 110/3 110/4 121/3

WEST 500 GROUP DC
Raver-Monroe No. I: RAV-MOI

38/2

Tacc_a-Raver No. 1 : TAC-RAI
3/4 4/4 7/4 12/5 13/4 14/5

WEST 500 ADDITIONAL DOUBLE CIRCUITS
Ashe-Marion No. 2 : ASH-MA2

101/1 101/2 101/4 102/3 102/4 103/1 108/3 111/3 115/2

Tacoma-Raver No • i : TAC-RAI
6/3 6/4 8/5 10/3 12/4 14/3 14/4 18/2 24/2

EAST 500 GROUP DC
Ashe-Marion No. 2 : ASH-MA2

44/2 49/1 54/2 56/1 58/4 60/4 67/1 69/1 71/3
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ZA_.,T500 GROUP DC
Grand Coulee-Raver No. 2: GRC-RA2

92/3 94/4 97/3

EAS_T 500 ADDITIONAL DOUBLE C_RCU!TS
Ashe-Marion NO. 2: ASH-MA2

3/3 4/4 7/1 i0/I 11/2 16/3 24/4 26/3 30/2 31/1 40/5 43/1
Grand Coulee-Raver No. 2: GRC-RA2

97/2 103/1
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4. QUALITY CONTROL SPANS

230-kV

Alvey-Fairview No. i: ALV-FA1
2/3 2/5 5/1 5/4 7/3 7/4 11/7 14/1 16/5 19/1 19/4 38/3 43/4

North Bonneville-Midway No. i: NOB-MI1
33/1 33/4 34/2 36/3 39/2 40/3 55/3 58/5 62/3 62/4 62/5 67/2

500-kV

Raver-Paul No. 1 : RAV-PAI
33/3 37/1 48/4 49/1 51/3 51/4 55/1 56/2 56/5

Monroe-Custer No. 2 : MON-CU2
26/4 27/3 28/2

Grizzly-Malin No. 1: GRI-MA1
14/5 19/1 19/2 23/5 25/1 26/1 29/5 3_/i 35/5

Buckley-Summer Lake No. 1: BUC-SLI
70/1 80/2 84/4 86/3
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